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PREFACE 

It has long been recognized -- beginning with Herodotus 
in the fifth century B.C. -- that the ancient Egyptians were 
lithe most religious of peoples. II In our m"n time, this under
standing has been the source of countless studies, of more or 
less merit, on the true significance of Egyptian religiosity. 
For a century or more, ~Je have had open to us incredibly so
phisticated tools of interpretation; yet, despite our advan
tages, modern research has been able to produce an appreciatio 
of Egyptian thought little better than that of the Greeks. It 
has been only gradually, and somewhat reluctantly, that the 

gyptians have come t.o be credited "lith anything more than 
simple piety in the creation of their religion. 

To the early Egyptologists, the apparent Jungle of Egyp
tian religious matter appeared so impenetrable as to defy all 
attempts at understanding; and as a result, the task of inter
pretation was increasingly avoided in favor of more flscientif 
icn approaches.* Such an attitude finds it difficult to accep 
the Egyptians on their o"\'m terms; according to the dominant 
scientific theory of the day, the unifying principle of Egyp
tian religiosity was variously presented as monotheism (Mari
ette, de Rouge, Pierret), henotheism (Le Page Renouf), philo
sophical naturalism (Brugsch), or nothing at all (Maspero, 
Wiedemann, Naville, Erman, MUller). It was, in fact, a clear 
case of not being able to see the forest for the trees, and 
the situation up to 1943 caused one writer to remark: tiThe 
Egyptian documents are numerous and varied; what is lacking is 
the art of penetrating to their very essence. ll + 

It is only since 1946 that the task of "penetrationll can 

*Frankfort, Religion, preface. 

+B~ Celada, in eefarad 3 (1943), fasc. 1, p. 217 = Chron•. 

9;'Eg. 37 (1944), p. 68. A good account of the state of affairs 

in the middle 1940's can be found in Drioton-Vandier, L'Eg~~, 

pp. 111-131, and in Vandier, ~ religion ~~ptienne, passim. 
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be said to have begun in earnest. That year saw the publica
tion of ~~~ !Btellectual Adventure of Ancient Man, in which 
Frankfort and Wilson made the first comprehensive attempt to 
appreciate the Egyptian mind on its own terms. This and Frank 
fort's later work, as well as several su~ceeding studies by 
different authors, have made it possible to study the Egyptian 
religion from the gDound up, to understand its own peculiar co 
herence and significance, and to ask for the first time the 
question "Vfuat was Egyptian philosophy?". 

In the past 20 years, much has been done tm'/ard ans'wering 
that question. To date, however, comprehensive study has been 
lacking in one important area -- that aspect of Egyptian philo 
sophy embodied in the many texts which represent the attempts 
of the ancient Egyptians to understand the origin and signifi
cance of the 'tr-l0rld around them: the creation accounts & It is 
true that both Frankfort and itlilson have made important contri 
butions to an understandmng of Egyptian cosmogony, but these 
have been small studies in the course of larger, more general 
works, and not examinations in their own right. Sauneron and 
Yoyotte have come closest to an in-depth study in their exami

"nation of liLa naissance du monde selon l'Egypte ancienne,tI but, 
for all its insights, their work is incoherent as a whole, pri 
marily because the authors lack an appreciation of the funda
mentals and the interrelations of the creation accounts. 

It is therefore in an attempt to bring together the cos
mogonical concepts of the ancient Egyptians, and by a compre
hensive examination of tihe material to understand hO,\,I the Egyp 
tians conceived the origins of the world, that I have under
taken this thesis~ At this stage, of course, the \Alorlc can 
only be a beginning, but the sUbJect it treats has remained 
for too long a secondary discipline, and the time is past due 
for a beginning to be attempted. 

I have limited my study to the three lfsystemsll of Hermo
polis, Heliopolis, and r'lemphis, and have not been specifically, 
concerned with those of Thebes and other centers such as Esna 
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and Herakleopolis. The systems examined here had, in the 
,lords of Sauneron and Yoyotte, Ita widespread dissemination and 
an influence on Egyptian religion so vast that the cosmogonical 
systems of the other Egyptian cities amount to mere borrowings 
from them. n >Ie I have, in general, accepted t't'lO criteria in my 
choice of subJect-matter: the basic Ifcosmogonic" character of 
the system and the pemporal priority of its concepts. 

Above all, I have thought it crucial to keep a critical 
eye on the approach with \vhich I have attempted to study the 
material. I thin..'k it is essential to remember, in the midst 
of all the references, dissections, and interpretations made 
Iwith regard to the texts, that they are first of all human pro
ductions and can only be understood as such~ This is all too 
easy for us, who have been raised in the Hellenic/Western tra
dition of logical and systematically exclusive thought
processes 9 tiO forget. In looking back upon these records of 
early human experience at second hand, 'tve are inclined to irlOrk 
within the literary and pictorial constructs alone, and so un
consciously to deny or to subordinate the human factors vlhich 
produced them. It is this inclination -- often, it is true, 
inescapable in the normal course of study -- that I have tried 
to be aware of and to compensate for, as much as my own limited 
knowledge and experience will allow. It is no longer enough 
to say, ,-Tith the ancient Greeks and the early Egyptologists, 
~A.90v 'K(11 se(16~a.aa.; if '\tIe are to give any value to the contribu
tions of the ancient Egyptians, \1e must add: ~A.90v 'X.Ctt ejJ.Ct90v. 

I myself could only have remained marvelling, had it not 
been for the help I have recefuved in writing this thesis, and 

\'lish to take the opportunity here of thanlting those ">'Tho have 
made it possible. I am grateful particulall!ly for tihe under
standing attitude and the cooperation of the faculty of St. 
Meinrad College, for the faith they have placed in my \'lholly 
unprofessional background, and for the advice and encouragement 

I 

http:se(16~a.aa
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\ / of the professionals I have in any way consulted: Drs. John A. 
Wilson and George R. Hughes, of the Oriental Institute, Chica
go, and Dr. Hans Goedicke of Johns Hopkins University, Balti
more. A special "lord of gratitude must be given Dr. Klaus 
Baer of the Oriental Institute, for the patient and generous 
interest he has given my work. I hope I have been able, by 
this thesis, to Justify the time and encouragement they have 
so graciously gr~~ted me. 

Baltimore, Erie, St. Meiv~ad 
October, 1966 - May, 1968 
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INTRODUCTION 

CREATION AND EXPERIENCE 
The most significant fact about the ancient Egyptians is 

that they "lere men who lived in the ancient \\Torld. As un
doubtedly simple as that fact is, its importance cannot be 
overrated. Modern research has all too often proceeded on the 
assumption (conscious or unconscious) that the only distinc
tion between ourselves and the ancients lies in the fact that 
they preceded us in time, and the results of that assumption 
are all too evident in some of the theories modern interpreta
tion has produced. For we cannot attempt to read modern con
cepts into ancient thought without invalidating the products 
of that thought in the process. If all 'l:Je know of a man is 
contained in the concrete evidence his labors halte left us, we 
cannot approach such evidence from our point of view and hope, 
at the same time, to dmscover the significance it held for its 
author; it is neither Just, nor is it possible, to understand 
the mind of a man by reading our own values into the results 
of his intellect 1 s labors. All too often, as John A. Wilson 

I 

notes , it is true "bhat "our o~m standard of life is the one 
~hich we apply to others, and on the basis of this standard we 
find them ,!;'.Tanting. til If, then, "itle shall endeavor to under
stand the thought of the ancient Egyptian, as left to us in 
the documents he has produced, we can never lose sight of the 
basic fact that his frame of reference \'laS a world removed 
from ours in more ways than merely the temporal, and our in
terpretations of his thought will have validity only to the ex
tent to which we approach that thought from his point of view. 

The mind of ancient man is closely akin to that of primi
tive man, as can be observed from similarities in the customs 
of both peoples. This fact has long been realized, but it \\Tas 
not seriously applied to a study of the Egyptian mind until 
the work of Frankfort and Wilsono These men were the first to 
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make full use of the understanding that, unlike the religion 
of post-Hellenic man, the Egyptian's religion was at the very 
base of his thinking; it formed, in fact, his philosophy, and 
determined the actions and the institutions of his life. 

Basic to this frame of mind is the ancient Egyptian's ap
proach to the phenomenal world, diametrically opposed to that 
of modern man. \>Jhere we vie\'! the world with Itscientific lt 

-

that is, with essentially obJective -- eyes, the ancients did 
not separate themselves from the experience of it;; for primi
tive and for ancient man alike, "the realm of nature and the 
realm of man 't'Jere not distinguished. ,,2 Man and nature were 
conceived as one, both participants in the order of existence 
and both subJect to the same phenomena of birth, growth, and 
death. Because of this unity between man and nature, it was 
natural for the ancient Egyptian t.o interpret all the phenome
na of his world in terms of human experience; and, as the 
fundamental human experience is the personal, it was all the 
more natural that the Egyptian should see the whole of the 
natural order in terms of the personal, not as an tlIt" but as 
a "Thoun • Such a relation to the world is completely §~ fi~
~, a unique outlook combining the direct, emotional, and 
inarticulate lIundergoing of an impressionll \'1ith the emotion
ally indifferent articulateness of intellectual knowledge. 
The latter.element, however, differs from the obJectivity of 
the modern ![eltanscp.aml;£€5. "Thou" becomes articulate for the 
ancient Egyptian not as a result of active investigation on 
his part, but because "Thou", as a presence, reveals itself. 3 

The whole of the external world is understandable only insofar 
as it manifests itself, Just as the personal, because it is 
ordered to a unique individual, cannot be the subJect of an 
impersonal understanding. "Thoun , as an individual, therefore 
reveals itself only in personal and immediatie confrontation; 
and this revelation e~t:tends not only to the nature of "Thoult 

but -- because it is individual -- to its will as well. 4 

This "I-Thoull approach to the natural phenomena is a 
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 clue to the form which shall be occupying our attention 

throughout this thesis. Since the phenomena of the natural 
order 'vere II Thou ' s II , with an indivdl.duality and a will of their 
own, they impressed the Egyptian as pers~it~~ rather than 
as impersonal causes. Moreover, because of the obviously ex
tended context of their individuality in contrast to that ex
ercised by man, they were impressive as personalities greater 
than the hu~an: they were divine personalities, or gods. It 
is misleading to speak of the Egyptian gods as "personifica
~ionsn of this force or of that element, since a personifica
tion implies a conceptualizing of something in terms of some
thing else (in most cases, in terms of the human person), and 
this fact is obviously at variance with the feeling of unique
ness, individuality, which surrounds the Egyptian view of the 
~ivine.5 For example, to the Egyptian Nut did not personify 
the sky or stand for it; she ~ the sky, and vice versa, and 
it vIas equally possible to say of the sun that it tlpasses 
through the slq" and that it II sails through Nut" (Pyr. 5lJ..3a: a 
parallel phrase) without any essential change in meaning. 

If, in the confrontation of man with living nature, the 
god or "Thou" contributes insofar as it manifests itself, it 
is apparent that the \>lOrld of the ancient Egyptian became 
~nown to him as a series of revelatory events. Paul Tillich 
defines a revelatory event as one \']hich I1points to the mystery 
of being, expressing its relation to us in a definite 'lJ'lay.1I 6 

Necessary to such an event is its unique reception in a unique 
way by a particular person or persons. Revelation is, in 
fact, contingent upon uniqueness, and this contingency imparts 
to revelatm~ events the quality of mystery. The uniqueness 
of the event also requires that revelation be "givenH 

, and it 
is in the experience of revelation that the mystery of flThou" 
becomes transparent. In the confrontation of ~1ith 11 Thoull,11111 

the inarticulate and emotional becomes articulate "knowledge ll 

in addition to being a direct and emotional Ureception of an 
impression. 1l'- / 


http:impression.1l
http:lJ'lay.1I
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Nonetheless, the language which is used to make the ex
perience of revela-lJion articulate points to the universality 
of the event. This is so because revelatory narration, though 
based on the unique experience of an individual, must contain 
what Alfred North ",!hitehead calls lithe implicit suggestion of 
the concrete unity of experienceo"7 The record of ancient 
man's confrontation with "Thou", therefore, necessarily takes 
the form of myth, for it is only in myth that the images of a 
concrete, unique situation can be recorded in a manner which 
stresses their universality.8 It is this fact which has 
caused Frankfort to style ancient and primitive man limytho
poeic". 9 The ancient Egyptian, then, had this in common with 
all pre-Greek man: he recorded his observations on the nature 
of the universe not as a series of abstract, scientific state
ments but in the form of a highly personal, highly unique 
story, a record of a series of events in wh~ch the actors, be
cause of the unique and individual character of the natural 
elements, were gods. lO 

As we have Just noted, it is the paradox of revelation 
that, despite the uniqueness of its reception and the concrete
ness of its images, it nonetheless has the quality of eternal 
validity. Revelatory events are more than mere disclosures; 
they are efficacious, with a significance beyond themselves: 
!lIn the history of religion, revelatory events have always 
been described as shaking, transforming, demanding in some ul
timate way. nIl The language of myth, therefore, has the ex
tended purpose of providing a means whereby all who hear or 
read the account are enabled to participate in the original 
event. Such an attitude Justifies itself, for myth is more 
than the account of "lhat one particular man has experienced; 
it is .also, and primarily, the revelation, the manifestation, 
of the person of some higher "Thoult 

• 

This quality of myth -- efficaciousness leading t9 parti
cipation -- is interesting, for it implies several attendant 
concepts. In an understanding of both efficaciousness and 
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participation are included ancient man's conception of act and 
ritual, of the power of Word, and above all of the nature of 
time. Each of these concepts has an important bearing on the 
place of creation in ancient Egyptian thought, and our under
standing of the latter will be qualified by our appreciation 
of their significance. 

The fact that each man who experiences myth also experi
ences the original confronuation it records recalls what we 
said at the beginning; namely, the realm of man and the realm 
of nature were not distinguished by the ancient. For him, man 
participated in the cycle of nature, in the birth, g~awhh, and 
death of its elements, as he witnessed the same phenomena in 
himself. The mythopoeic mind, however, has this curious quali
ty: it is struck much more forcibly by the unity in nature and 
in natural events than by the uniqueness of their elements. 
~ach thing is felt to possess significance not as a unique in
dividual, but in virtue of its membership in a continuous spe
cies~12 There is a paradox here, too, in the fact that it is 
unity which is significant but it is the very uniqueness of 
personal confrontation which allows man to experience this uni
ty. We can best understand this phenomenon of primitive 
thought by observing its functioning in the mythopoeic concep
tion of time. 

Mythopoeic man's approach to time is highly important, 
for it qualifies greatly his use of myth. If, for him, the 
future is normative, myth will serve only as an account of 
past revelation, its significance resting in its historical ef
ficacy. Conversely, if the past is normative the efficacy of 
myth will directly affect the present. As a matter of fact, 
it was the latter frame of mind in which the ancient Egyptian 
moved, and its significance for his whome thought cannot be 
underestimated. 13 \ihen the past is normative, time cannot be 
viewed as a linear progression to a future different in es
sence, and revelation is not simply a step in this change; 
rather, time becomes cyclic, and revelation takes on tremen
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dous importance, for it reveals not simply a past event -- as 
efficacious as that event may be -- but the events of present 
and future as well. In this way, myth functions for the an
cient Egyptian in a manner similar to modern scientific formu
lations -- it reveals a condition which embraces eternal valid
i ty. It becomes impossible to envision a future 'IIlhich is in 
any way different from the past; eschatology becomes cosmog
ony.l4

The Egyptian felt, then, that time was a succession of 
significant phases. Moreover, each phase was significant only 
because and insofar as it referred to -- repeated -- a norma
tive event. This is of ultimate importance to the subJect of 
this thesis, for if all time is conceived as a cyclic repeti
tion of normative events, those events which have the highest 
significance will be those which occurred before all others, 
namely, the events of creation. 15 Time, therefore, is but 
"tjhe recurrence of 'IT/hat took place at the creation -- at the 
tlfirst occasionll 

, as the Egyptians called it. Such an atti
tude does not deny a future or even an end to time, but it 
looks to the future with the eyes of the past. 16 Creation ini
tiated the present order, and it was inconceivable to the Egyp
tians, because of the ultimate value of that act, that the 
future should comprehend anything which should deny that value. 
Frarucfort's inSights into the value of the creation accounts 
are profound enough to warrant direct ~uotation: 

References to the creation turn up with great fre
quency in Egyptian texts; a large number of crea
tion stories were current; to all appearances, the 
concept played a very much larger part in Egyptian
thought than in that of most other peoples. This is 
due to the Egyptians' view of the world. In a stat
ic world, creation is the only event that really 
matters supremely, since it alone C8.n be said to 
have made a change. It makes the difference between 
the nothingness of chaos and the fullness of the 
present which has emerged as a result of that unique 
act. Consequently the story of the creation held 
the clue to the understanding of the present and it 
was for this reason that accounts of the creation 
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were commented upon and elaborated with unvarying
interest ••• In Egypt the creation stories displayed,
with a clarity which actual conditions often lacked, 
the articulation of the existing order and the inter
relation and significance of its component parts.(17) 
The accounts of the creation are thus the highest form of 

myth, for they are the lI articulation of the existing order" 
and consequently the expression of man's ultimate experience 
of rtThoulT 

• But their significance does not end there: were 
they simply theoretical explanations of the origins of the ex
isting order, they '.'lould not have had the eternal value i.1hich 
they did have in Egypt. It was their quality of eternal vali
~ity which made them so important to the Egyptians. 

The significance of the creation was carried over into 
the order of daily life, whether that of man or that of the 
~niverse as a whole. Nor did the Egyptians content themselves 
with recognizing this conviction in the practices and proces
ses of their life; precisely because it was a conViction, it 

. was concretized by them into what has been called the first 
abstract term in history -- llMa' atll 0 i"ia' at is the order 
which info~ms the static nature of reality; it is the cardinal 
principle of the normative past, because it is the order of 
nature as established at the time of the creation. 18 

We spoke above of the need the ancient Egyptian felt --

7 

as his primitive counterpart feels today -- for uniting his ac
tivities, his aspirations, his whole life with the life and 
the order of nature. This need is apparent in the use of the 

'term "Ma'at", for besides its designation of the order 'in na
ture, "ivia'at ll also expresses the order in man's life, in soci
ety,aasvrw6111. 19 The significance of the "first occasion", 

,therefore, is not only that it saw the creation of Ma'at, but 
also that it was the period in which the normative function of 
Ma'at was first established: 

Ma'at came from heaven in that time and Joined with 
those upon the earth. The land 'lfJas overflo'!;7ing, bel
lies were full, there was no shortage in the ~10 
Lands; no walls collapsed, no thorns pricked ••• 
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there was no wrongdoing in the land, nor carrying
off by crocodiles, nor biting by serpents -- in 
the first time. (20) 

This late text, representative of a multitude of others, de
scribes, in its series of negative images, the conditions 
which were felt to correspond in every age with the normative 
order of the creation. The importance of the quotation here, 
however, lies in its expression of the union of man (who can 
11 do il>lrong") i,<]ith nature ('lil1hose IIthorns prick", II serpents bitet! , 
etc.), and this union recalls one of the chief functions of 
myth: its efficaciousness leading to participation in the ori
ginal experience it records. 

It is significant that myth should have been felt to be 
efficacious, for efficaciousness is one of the salient con
cepts of primitive thought. In fact, Just as primitive man 
approaches the world from a subJective viewpoint alone, ex
periencing rather than knowing it, so too does his intellect 
recognize only one category of relation -- the effective. Ma
terial-formal, essential-accidental, real-imaginary relation
ships all reduce in his mind to the one criterion of effec
tive-unaffective. 21 Practical examples of this intellectual 
trait are legion. There is no distinction in the primitive 
mind between the real and the imaginary, because both may be 
effective; a dream produces a reaction (emotion or action) 
Just as effectively as does a real occurrence. Symbols thus 
mean much more to mythopoeic man than they do to the modern 
mind. The picture, the name, the representation of a thing 
can be Just as effective as its very reality, and can thus be 
tnterchanged with that reality; it is useless to accuse an
cient man of idolatry, when he himself recognized no distinc
tion between transcendent and immanent deity.22 

If we consider this basic approach of the ancient Egyp
tian to reality, we will be in a position, finally, to under
stand not only the most fundamental of the conceptual peculi
arities in the creation accounts, but the very reason for the 

http:deity.22
http:tive-unaffective.21
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efficacy of the myths themselves. Because of his one category 
of the effective, the ancient Egyptian could accomodate a 
logic which appears to us totally illogicaL. As the basic 
tenet of the Egyptian's logic is the category of effectiveness, 
its basic operation is what Frankfort has called the "multipli
city of approaches. n23 Wilson has characterized the operation 
in this way: "Within Egypt the most divergent concepts were 
tolerantly acc~pted and interl10ven together into \vhat' we mod
erns might regard as a clashing philosophical lack of system, 
but which to the ancient \"Ias inclusive. 1l24 To deny a system 
to the Egyptian's logic is, as Wilson realized, to miss the 
pOint, for all intellectual associations require some element 
of community, no matter how much the criteria for community 
may vary from man to man. The logic of the ancient Egyptian, 
therefore, is Just as valid as that of the ancient Greek or 
that of modern man; the difference lies in the fact that the 
Egyptian required only the criterion of effectiveness to JUs
tify the association of two concepts, whereas the ancient 
Greek -- and his modern heir -- require much more. 

In the practical s.phere, the multiplicity of approaches 
has many intellectual applications; three of these, hOi'1eVer, 
appear most often in the creation accounts, where they have 
possibly their most important use. Applied to the concepts of 
space and time, the multiplicity of approaches results in a 
conceptual phenomenon known, respectively, as coalescence in 
space and coalescence in time. We may observe the first atti
tude in regard to the cosmogonical feature called the primeval 
hillock, a mound of earth thought by the Egyptians to have 
been the first feature arisen from the waters of chaos. Be
cause of the multiplicity of approaches, the Egyptian could 
not only describe the hill in a variety of (to us) incompatible 
terms, but each Egyptian city could claim, with complete intel
lectual ease and in a total lack of intermural rivalry, that 

"'. the original hilloclt: rested in its own main temple; and, be-
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cause of the peculiar quality of Egyptian logic, none of 
these descriptions and none of these claims were regarded as 
false. The Egyptian approached time in a similar manner. 
Each maJor temporal event coincided with the first occurrence 
of that event; each dawn, and especially each New Year's Day, 
was equivalent to the first dawn on the day of creation; and, 
conversely, because each day began with the rising of the sun, 
it was obvious that the day of creation had begun in the same 
manner, with the first rising of the sun. 

One of the most important and most readily observable ex
amples of the multiplicity of approaches concerns the Egyp~i 
tian's speculations on the nature and the activities of the 
creator. The first mover could be conceived as the sun, He', 
as the ram-god Khnum, or as the anthropomorphic Atum or Amun 
or Pta'Q" gods whose specific characteristics all included a 
specific approach to the first act. Besides the simultaneous 
acceptance of each of these gods as valid conceptualizations 
of the creator, the Egyptian could discuss the creator as a 
composite of any two or more of these gods, as it became con
venient to his train of thought, and we are faced in the crea
tion accounts and elsewhere with such apparent intellectual 
mostrosities as the god Amon-re'-Atum. It is usual to describe 
such combinations as syncretistic, but the connotation of poli
tical conflict implied in that term is misleading, since it 
denies the philosophical-religious basis which is the true 

25origin of the concept. As a matter of fact, the evidence, 
when rightly interpreted, points to the strong possibility 
that the ideas underlying these &ifferent descriptions of the 
creator were uniform throughout Egypt. 26 The true importance 
of the c0smogonical systems of the three maJor Egyptian theo
logical centers -- Hermopolis, Heliopolis, and Memphis -
thus lies in the fact that IIthey presented, to the country at 
large, not alien doctrines but clarified insights in which the 
potentialities latent throughout Egyptian polytheism \17ere rea
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lized. 1I27 This alone Justifies the concentration of this work 
on a simple exposition of the premises on which the three the
ological systems are founded, as seen in their earliest known 
stages and -- in general -- without concern for the changes 
which successive ages produced in them. 28 The process is due 
not merely to expediency, but to the plain axiom that we can
not understand the accidents without first attemp~ing to appre
ciate their sUBstance. 

Undoubtedly the largest single application of the multi
plicity of approaches is the efficacy of myth itself. It is 
because of this intellectual attitude that the recounting of 
an III-Thou" confrontation can be the same -- that is, can be 
as effective -- as the experience of the confrontation itself; 
and this understanding is the keyJrnnthe function of myth in 
the intellectual world of ancient man. Once viewed with the 
coherence of mythopoeic logic, this attitude should appear to 
us no more surprising than our own conviction that the truth 
of intellectual discoveries, when recorded as scientific 
statements, can be transmitted through the i'lritten or the 
spoken word. The difference is that, in the one case, the ex
perience is subJective and emotional, while in the other the 
experience -- perhaps of the very same natural phenomenon -
is obJective and ltintellectual ll In the long run, therefore,• 

it makes no difference l-ihether speculations on creation are re
corded as mythical stories or as scientific observations and 
conclusions. Once we understand that it is merely the approacb 
to the subJect and the manner of recording that differ in each 
case, it becomes clear that both types of account are describ
ing the same human operation -- man's approach to a problem 
outside himself and his attempt, through internalization of 
the problem, to answer it. 

We began this introduction by referring to the impossi
bility of understanding the works of any man without an under
standing of the frame of mind which produced them. This con
tradiction may indicate to many a contradiction in thought, 
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and it may be obJected that we can never wholly or truly un
derstand the mind of any man. This may seem, moreover, espe
cially true in the case of the ancient Egyptian, in view of 
the fundamental difference which exists between his approach 
to the Other and ours. Even if we can, to some extent, appre
ciate the significance which his intellectual productions had 
for the Egyptian, it appears that we still cannot reduce this 
appreciation to concrete understanding. Frankfort, in speak
ing of the difficulty in translating ancient Egyptian terms 
into modern language, has formulated the dichotomy: 

vie must ••• grasp the mood, and translate in abstract 
terms the expectation which the images embody. In 
doing so, we destroy the directness and the emotion
al complexity which form the force and beauty -- in 
fact, the raison d'etre -- of these images ••• The 
relevancy of the natural phenomena to hu~an problems
is a matter of direct experience, not of intellec
tual argument. It is an intuitive insight, not a 
theory. It induces faith, not knowledge.(29) 
Despite this fundamental dichotomy, however, it is not 

unreasonable to assume that the conclusions which Frankfort 
has reached on the thought of ancient man lead, in a manner 
which is impressive for its logic, to a rational explanation 
of theddffficulties presented by ancient thought. Why this 
is so may be seen by an analogy with the field of chemistry. 
In any conceptual construct dealing with chemistry, we may 
never be able to understand exactly what it is that lies at 
the base of matter, but that theory seems best to us which can· 
most rationally explain the reason for those properties we can 
readily observe. As Fraillrfort himself puts it: 

I do hold that a viewpoint whence many seemingly un
related facts are seen to acquire meaning and coher
ence is likely to represent a historical reality; at 
least, I know of no better definition of historical 
truth. But each new insight discloses new complexi
ties ,!;lhich nO\,1 demand elucidation, while at all times 
a number of facts are likely to remain outside any
network to be es,tablished. (30) 
While this Introduction does not pretend to exhibit all 
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the conclusions of Frankfort's theories, I have nonetheless 
accepted them practically in toto, for the reason Just given. 
It is this same reason, moreover, which Justifies the work 
presented in this thesis. We shall be operating, therefore, 
on the same premise on ~...Jhich Frankfort validates his own 'V'lork; 
namely, that "ancient thought can be comprehended once its 
own peculiar coherence is discovered.,,31 
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PART I. THE HERMOPOLITAN SYSTEM 



, 
\ ORA~ER ONE 

HERMOPOLIS AND THE OGDOAD 
The city commonly associated with the group of gods known 

as the Ogdoad, and generally accepted as their birthplace and 
their home, goes today under the Arabic name e1 Ashm~nein. 
Like most Egyptian cities, it has had a variety of names, all 
directly reflective of its long history. Modern scholars refe 
to it by the name it received in ptolemaic times -- Hermopo1is, 
"Oity of Hermes" -- a name 'ltlhich reI1ects the Egyptian "House 
of Thoth" and "Place of Thoth" but which, in general, is not 
representative of the Egyptian names of the city.1 

Hermopo1is is first knO'Vln in Egyptian texts as !lE.:!, "Hare 
(city)", a name it shares in common \-lith the nome of which it 
is the capita1. 2 Toward the middle of the Old Kingdom, Hermo~ 
polis appears with a new name -- li!'!!!!~, literally, "Eight
(city)"; the earliest kno\'1n instance of limE.:! is in Dynasty V, 
but the name itself is known throughout history: under the 
Copts, H~ became Shmoun, the direct ancestor of the modern e 
Ashmunein. 3 It is difficult to say what relation Hmnw bears t 
~; both continue as names of Hermopo1is until late times, 
if they are indeed separate locales, they are so near each 
other that it is impossible to distinguish between them. 4 

The distinguishing archeological feature of Hermopo1is is 
the area first excavated by Roeder in the 1930's and named by 
him the g£zeit-Bezirk. This compound is in the middle of the 
ancient site of the city, in an area bounded by a wall approxi 
mate1y 495 by 627 yards, and appears to have been the liturgi
cal focal point of the city; several smaller compounds seem,to 

5have been located in its southwest corner. Roeder himself ex 
cavated several temples in the compound. Approximately in the 
center stood a temple built in Ptolemaic times ahd dedicated t, 
Thoth, "Lord of Hermopo1is"; this "VIas probably the temple in 
which Pi'ankhi made offering to the "Lord of Hermopo1is" after 
his conquest of the city in the XXVth Dynasty.6 A much ear1ie 
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structure is the temple of Seti I Menepta~ (Dynasty XIX), 
against the southern part of the west wall; the maJor part of 
the temple's construction appears to have been done under Ra'
messe II, although the dedication indicates that it was founde 
under Menepta~, probably in the last years of his reign.? The 
~emple itself was built on virg~n soil and dedicated to the Og 
doad. 8 About one hundred yards to the southeast of MeneptaQ's 
temple, Ame~otpe II (successor of T~utmose III) had built a 
"great entrance at the gates of the temple" consecrated to "hi 
father Thoth, Lord of Hermopolis" and to the gods of Hermopo
lis. 9 The temple to which Amen~otpe's inscription refers stoo 
approximately fifty yards to the southeast of the Seti-temple, 
and was built in the earlier part of the XVIIIth Dynasty. In
scriptions mention a temple built by ~ashepsow§ for the Ogdoad, 
and remains have been found of a smaller chapel built by Akhen 
aton (as Ame~otpe IV). These buildings were probably the 
temple in question; however, they seem to have been in general 
disrepair by the reign of Ra'messe II (some seventy years 
later), since blocks from Akhenaton's chapel were found incor
porated in the temple of Seti I Meneptal)..lO In addition to 
these structures, the Egyptian texts mention a Qwt-!btt, 
"Temple of the I Bird-~:mare t ," which, if it is not a separate 
structure, is probably to be identified with the temple of Set· 
I Menepta~ or with a part of that temple. ll 

The most significant structure of the compound remained, 
at least for Roeder, undiscovered. As reconstructed from the 
texts, this structure, which probably rested in the middle of 
the "Great Park" (8-' n of the compound, contained the "Lake 0 

Knives" (:I::::l::: ~~, mr-nbJvry) in which lay the "Isle of Flames" 
(!~~).12 On this hill, or near it, rested a temple of R~ 
containing the bark of the sun-god and the shell of the cosmic 

laegg. 
Far from being mere archeological curiosities, these 

buildings are highly expressive of the sort of mentality we 
have Just discussed in the Introduction. To the Egyptian, 
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there was no essential difference between the initial appear
ance of the sun over the primeval hill and the ritual l1appear
ance of the god" in the temple at Hermopo1is. For his purpo
ses, the egg-shell which rested in the temple of Re' was the 
same shell that had contained the sun at the dawn of time; his 
"Isle of Flames" was "the Hill 'lPlhich is in Hermopo1is. ,,14- The 
emphasis is thus on g~~ more than ]~~irk, and, as Roeder 
noted, the temples within the compound, though built in the Ne 
Kingdom, are all expressive of cosmogonic concepts of a much 
earlier origin. 15 The examination of these concepts will be 
the task of this first part. 

The cosmogony of Hermopo1is centers on the group of gods 
known as the Ogdoad, four divine couples whose most common and 
most representative epithet is lithe fathers and the mothers '!JIho 

made the sub.. 11 * Pictorially, they are represented as a compan 
of frog-headed men and snake-headed women, indicative of their 
chthonic connections. 16 Themr participation in the events of 
the creation is clearly indicated by other epithets such as 
"the first primeval ones," "the ancestral gods," and lithe eld
est gods";* a more complete ~pithet leaves no doubt as to thei 
priority: lithe eldest gods, the first corporation, 1:1ho came in 
to being anterior1yo n 17 

've know of the creative activities of the Ogdoad almost 
exclusively from inscriptions of the ptolemaic and Roman per
iods of Egyptian history, but it is certain that the origin of 
the group is much ear1ier. 1S Of the various periods postulate 
for the inception of the Ogdoad as a group, general opinion 
seems to favor the early or middle Old Kingdom, and with good 
reason, since the appearance of the name H~ for Hermopo1is i 
the Vth.Dynasty points to the existence of the group at that 
time. 19 The "political schoCh1" of interpretation places the 
birth of the Ogdoad contemporary with that of the He1iopo1itan 
Ennead (early Old Kingdom), as a political reaction against 

*cf. Appendix I 

http:origin.15
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the power of Heliopolis. 20 Jequier points out that the ear
liest representation of the gods as a group dates from the time 
of Amasis ('AQmose II Sineit, Dynasty XXVI), but postulates a 
predynasticorigin for the Ogdoad, in agreement with Garnot. 21 

The gods themselves, with the exception of Nun and Naunet, are 
unknown to the Pyramid Texts; their first collective mention 
comes in the Coffin Texts from the First Intermediate Period. 22 

The history of the group itself is, of course, a direct 
clue to the function of its members in Egyptian cosmogony; un
fortunately, however, much of that history is uncertain. 

Hermopolis apparently first venerated the hare (!~) and 
the baboon, and it is fairly certain that the primeval hillock 
played an important part in the city from the beginning. 23 Je
quier notes that the baboon assumed importance in Hermopolis 
later than the hare, and during the Old Kingdom was venerated 
in Upper Egypt only at Hermopolis. 24 The baboon seems closely 
associated with the early phase of the Ogdoad's history, and 
the members of the group appear commonly as'baboons, especially 
in later times. 25 The reasons for this association are not im
mediately evident; two basic interpretations have been offered, 
represented by the opinions of Jequier and those of Bonnet. 
Both men agree that the Ogdoad itself is concerned with the 
rising of the sun and in ministering to the sun; Bonnet follows 
the older belief that the baboon became associated with the 
rising of the sun (and thus with the Ogdoad) because it was ob
served to It greet" the sun with loud cries every dal,'ln, 't'lhereas 
Jequier believes the association with the Ogdoad was fostered 
theough the simple geographic proximity of the two Ircultsrr ,,26 
Jeqmmar's interpretation has merit, but on a deeper (and ear
lier) level, the question is one of the reasons behind the ve
neration of the baboon in the first place. As Frankfort has 
noted, the worship of animals in Egypt centered principally on 
their ineffable otherness, and was immediately (temporally and 
conceptually) related to divine manifestation -- so that, in 
the case of the baboon and the Ogdoad, the formulation of the 

http:times.25
http:Hermopolis.24
http:beginning.23
http:Period.22
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latter's cosmogonic ~unctions immediately involves the mani~es
tation o~ its members in the baboon, as Bonnet indicates. 27 I 
any case, the association of the two is clear enough; Jequier, 
in fact, has pointed to the lI anima1" determinatives of kkw and 
t~ in the Cof~in texts as indicative o~ the re1ationship.28 
ossibly the first representation o~ this association, in a pa 

tia11y destroyed bas-relie~ ~rom the ~unerary temple o~ Pepi II 
(Dynasty VI), has been examined by Jequier. The re1ie~ depicts 
four baboons seated behind the i -shrine and in ~ront o~ the 
r-~ shrine o~ Upper Egypt; i~ Jequier's reasoning is correct, 

this is the earliest representation o~ the Ogdoad as a group.2 
As we have noted above, the appearance o~ H~ in the Vth 

Dynasty suggests the appearance o~ the Ogdoad as a group at 
that time. It seems surprising, there~ore, that ~ourteen Dyn
asties intervene be~ore the Ogdoad itse1~ appears in texts, an 
twenty-one before it is depicted. Until the XIXth Dynasty, in 
~act, the group appears as a Tesserad, i~ it appears at all. 
he names in the Co~~in texts indicate the situation clearly 

enough, but the history behind the appear~nces is less clear. 
A maJor problem in that history is the puzzle o~ the "lr-d!w, a 
phrase whose signi~icance mayor may not have an important 
bearing on the role played by the Ogdoad before the XrAth Dyn
asty. 

~gB!, apparently "great one of the ~ive,n already ap
pears next to the name of Thoth in a list o~ gods ~rom the al

30tar o~ Pepi I (Dynasty VI) now in the Turin museum. Various 
explanations o~ the phrase have been advanced; predominant a
mong them is the interpretation of the words as the title o~ 
the high-priest o~ Hermopo1is, similar to the wr-m;~ in He1i
opo1is31 or the explanation that they are the title o~ a god. 3 

Evidence supporting each o~ these interpretations is strong. 
On the one hand, such phrases as "the great god among the five 
gods," lithe ~irst o~ the five gods," and lithe ~ive great gods 
which came ~orth ~rom H~" suggest that the phrase does signi 
fy ~ive gods, of which one is called the II great(est)II.33 On 

http:great(est)II.33
http:re1ationship.28
http:indicates.27
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the other hand, the vizier is called !~!! m~ ~~w~l already 
in the IVth Dynasty, and the evidence o~ the late ~eriod sug
gests that the title derives ~rom the ~act that the high-pries 
o~ Hermopolis was the head o~ a college o~ ~ive.34 In general, 
it seems incontrovertible that the Pentad is a group o~ gods; 
nor does the equally obvious title o~ the high-priest compro
mise this interpretation, since the high-priest may be "the 
great one o~ the ~ive" without negating the ~act that there is 
a god who is lithe great god among the ~ive." Jequier has even 
suggested the reading "Great Five ll 

, which would explain "lhy th 
35"great oneil never seems to have a proper name. This explana 

tion, however, seems doubt~ul in the ~ace o~ such phrases as 
"the great god among the ~ive godsn and "the ~irst o~ the ~ive 
gods." 

\vho, then, are the n~ive great gods who came ~orth ~rom 
Hermopolis lt ? The usual interpretation is that the Pentad is 
composed o~ the Itoriginal" Ogdoad (the Tesserad o~ ~our males) 
"lith an additional lI~irst o~ the ~ive gods. 1I This is conceiv
able, especially in view o~ such re~erences as: "these ~ive 
great gods who came ~orth ~rom Hermopolis be~ore they were in 
the sky, be~ore they were on earth, be~ore the sun shone ~or 
them. n36 The important (and unsolved) question is thus one o~ 
the identity and the nature o~ the ~i~th member. 

O®~ the various candidates, the god Thoth has met with the 
most general acceptance, in spite o~ the arguments o~ Sethe to 
the contrary.37 The appearances o~ the name !r-diw ill 1£ ~h~ 
a~ter that o~ Thoth in the two sources cited above* may be in 
the nature o~ an epithet o~ Thoth rather than as a separate 
god; and several scholars have ~latly stated that Thoth was th 
head o~ the Ogdoad as Atum is head o~ the Ennead o~ Heliopo
lis. 38 On the other hand, there are those who hold that Thoth 
has nothing to do with the Ogdoad, in particular where the cre 
ative activities o~ the group are concerned. 39 We shall adduc 

*p. 19 and n. 30 to this Chapter. 
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reasons later in this chapter to indicate that the latter view 
is probably the correct one; for the moment, however, we may 
proceed on the assumption that Thoth is for the most part un
concerned with the ~r-di~; the same may be said for Amun, with 
reservations, as we shall suggest in the next chaptere 

Jequier, in his examination of the bas-relief from the 
temple of Pepi II discussed above, puts forth the theory that 
the "Great Five" are the male members of the Ogdoad and the 
Hermopolitan !m'lt, a hare-goddess \,/hose common epithet is nr~Iis 

tress of Y!m:!"; the relief, in fact, shows the partially de
stroyed figure of a woman standing behind the Er-!~ shrine of 
Upper Egypt, and Jequier restores the figure as that of the 
hare-headed Wnwt. 40 The reasons behind Jequier's theory are 
closely allied "lith his reconstructed "history" of the Ogdoad. 
His hypothesis is an important one, and deserves some conside
ration at this pOint. 

As pOinted out above, the earliest obJects of religious 
veneration in Hermopolis appear to have been the hare and the 
baboon. Jequier suggests that at some point in predynastic 
history, presumably Just before the Unification, a cosmogony 
developed around the baboons, according to which they gave 
birth to the sun on a primordial hillock risen from Nun; due 
the peculiar needs of the Egyptian mentality, a female element 
necessary to the procreation of the sun was added to the Tes
serad, producing the wE-d1-vl -- Wnwt and her four Ifhusbands n , 

the male members of the Ogdoad. In later times, however, the 
Pentad was reJected in favor of the Ogdoad, in which the ori
ginal four males received female counterparts in place of ~; 
finally, Thoth was added as the head of the group.4l 

Despite the apparent facility with which Jequier's theory 
accounts for the available evidence, however, there are severa 
reasons for believing that the situation \'las not as clear-cut 
as Jequier makes it out to be. Alluring as the evidence of 
Pepi II's bas-relief may seem, the role Jequier assigns to ~~ 
is difficult to accept. Throughout history, ~nw~ is an ex

http:group.4l
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tremely minor deity, and epithets such as "mother of the sun," 
lhich we would expect to find assigned to Wnwt as they are to 
.at~or, NUt, and other goddesses in a similar situation, are 
completely lacking; moreover, the ploygamous situation which 
forms the second stage of Jequier's "historytl is so unlike any 
other Egyptian religious construction that its validity is 
ighly suspect. In moving from the ~~ to the full Ogdoad, 

Jequier further fails to account for the continued existence of 
he first group throughout history, and his assertion that the 

ttGreat Five lt were replaced by the full Ogdoad is at variance 
~ith the practices of Egyptian religion.* 

All things considered, therefore, the identity of the 
fifth member of the ~-diw is, at best, ambiguous. We have me 
tioned above the sometime case made for Thoth. This, however, 
is in connection with the Ogdoad and not with the wr-diw, and 
equier notes that the appearance of Thoth is Hermopolis is 

later than that of the wr-diw. 42 Moreover, Thoth has little to 
do with the Ogdoad itself; although Hermopolis was home ground 
for both Thoth and the Ogdoad, the distinction between the two 
as kept even in relatively late times. Pi'ankhi recorded his 

his triumphal services in Hermopolis in the XXVth Dynasty in a 
text llhich underscores the distinction: "His MaJesty entered 
the Temple of Thoth, Lord of Hermopolis and gave offering to 
his father Thoth, Lord of Hermopolis, and to the Ogdoad in the 
Temple of the Ogdoad"; Roeder has shown that the temples in 
question were the separate ~emples of Thoth (the Ptolemaic 
structure) and that of Seti I Meneptaq.43 There are also in

• 
stances of priests who bear the rank "Prophet of the Ogdtoadn 

but who have no connection with Thoth. 44 

On the other hand, a fairly good case might be made for 
the sun itself as the "great one of the five." The epithet !!! 
~ sht, which accompanies even the earliest instance of the !!
~, is reminiscent of another epithet sometimes given the sun: 
~------~~--------\ *Cf. Introduction n. 16, and pp. 9-10, above. 
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Fig. I. The Ogdoad of Hermopolis 

i;d m!i!11:!!.;45 moreover,·the sun 9ften appears as the "head" of 
the full Ogdoad, almost as the ninth member of a "Hermopolitan 

nne ad" (fig. 1). From the XVIIIth Dynasty on, there is, in· 
faot, a rather obsoureHermopolitan god Sheps~ ("August ll ) who 
bears the epithet "he 'ls'lho is among the Eight" and appears to 

. exercise a function as "head of the Ogdoad. ,,46 Passages suoh 
as the following are representative of the god's function: 

.·~he Eight ••• who made their place in Hermopolis un
der their father Sheps~; 
The Eight ••• whom Sheps~ bore in Luxor. 47 

ve shall observe in a later chapter that this role of the sun 
is but part of a larger picture; for the present , it 'lrJ'ill be 
enough merely to note that the sun has a much better olaim to 

- ,
the fifth position in the wr-diw than either ~~ or Thoth. 

The !r-d!!, of oourse, oontinues to appear throughout his
.tory alongside the full Ogdoad,which, as \l1e have seen, \'1as 
probably formed in .the early Old Kingdom. Apart from the natu-, 
ral conservatism of the Egyptians in religious matters, the 

easons for this continuance are unclear, and the distinction 
between the two groups 40es not seem an easy one to make. It 
is likely that the basic distinction lies fun the roles of each. 
group, and a hypothetical delineation of these roles is pos
sible. The wr-diw could well be the four male baboons and the 
sun they \rlorship every da\'ln, while the Ogdoad itself, with its 
female members, is concerned primarily with the rising of the 
sun at the firs:!!. dawn. Our examination of the individual mem
bers of the Ogdoad in the next ohapter will point out their 
personification of the elements of chaos and darkness, and the 
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Coffin Texts clearly show that the male members of the group 
personified these elemen~s already in the First Intermediate 
eriod. It was these elements which gave significance to the 

daily birth of the sun, and since significance is c&osely re
lated to cause in the Egyptian mind, it is a simple step from 
the daily birth of the sun to its birth at the dawn of erea
ion; as we shall see in Part II, cosmological concepts seem to 
redate their cosmogonical corollaries in Egyptian religious 
hought, Just as the ~r-diw preceded the 0gdoad itself in Herm

opolis. References to the ~!~ in a eosmogonic cont~xt are 
are," while it is a certainty that the 0gdoad, the flfathers 

and mothers of the sun,1t is an artificial creation, the doub
ling of an original Tesserad, presumably to perform a cosmogon
ic function (procreation of the sun) "/hich the original group

48could not, as such, carry out. Frankfort has noted that the 
gyptians interpreted llcame into beinglt in terms of begetting 

and conceiving, and an Egyptian text on the origin of the Og
oad expresses that tendency: "there came into being eight gods 

••• as four (pairs): a male and a female for each one ... 49 
One final distinction with regard to the Ogdoad needs to 

e made before we may proceed to an examination of the separate 
embers. The distinction is one observed by Sethe in the 

ririting of the group t s name, based on an observation first madel 
y Brugsch. 50 The name of the Ogdoad apparently had two dis

tinct forms: a common one designating the number of the mem
ers, a~, and a rather rare variant form amnt, a collective 
oun uOgdoad" similar to the Heliopolitan 12sdt "Ennead".51 In 

addition, Sethe distinguished a derivative form bmny!:!, "the 
ermopolitans (those of Hmnw),tt which appears very often in the 

New Kingdom and later. Sethe did not attempt to distinguish 
etween the uses of the two commoner forms hmE! and ~y!:!, and 
e considered the latter a simple variant of the former. A 

distinction, however, does appear to lie in the fact that 1l!B~ 

*The passage quoted on p. 20 (n. 36), above, is one of the few. 
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is used almost exclusively in creation contexts, while ~n~ 
has a much broader application. 52 

Wainwright notes that almost all maJor gods were wor
shipped in Hermopolis, and such minor creation-gods as Khnum, 
.e~et, Renenutet (Renent), and Meskhent often appear in gene
ral Hermopolitan texts. 53 These gods, and the others wor
shipped in Hermopolis (including, perhaps, the Ogdoad itself), 
are quite possibly those signified under the name hmnyw, "Herm
opolitans", while the full Ogdoad by itself is the hrp.nw. 
appears to be used in exactly that broad sense; they are "the 
ermopolitans who are in Hermopolis at the ~~ib~,,,54 and the 

tell Seti I: "Thou hast [built1 the House of Amiin of Meneptal}., 
and the gods of Hmn! rest in it. ,,55 One significant text de
scribes an offering made "to the Hermopolitans: to Khnum in his 
forms; to ~e~et~ Renent, and M~skhent, united to build [men]; 
to NeQ.ma'w~ and Nel}.bet-ka.,,56 Thoth is then simply head of the 
"Hermopolitans", as his title "Lord of Hermopolis" suggests, 
and not of the Ogdoad. In fact, in most of the Hermopolitan 
temple inscriptions, Thoth speaks first, followed by the bmn~w; 
the lines preceding the speech of the bmnyw to Seti I quoted 
above describe Thoth as "content together with the 1l!!!~"; Ra'
messe III, for instance, describes what he has done "for my 
father Thoth "Tho is in Hermopolis, It but the deeds he lists are 
constructions of chapels, etc., for gods different than Thoth?~ 
It is obvious from all this that Thoth, as "Lord of Hermopolis'~ 
and "He who is in Hermopolis", assumes a ritual command over 
all that concerns his city, a role ,\'1hich fits well \-lith a posi
tion as head of the h~. 

The distinctions which have been made in this chapter have 
been several, but they allow us to tnace the history of the Og 
doad and its functions in a much clearer manner. It seems 
likely that the ~~, the four male baboons and the sun, 'I.'1er • 
venerated in Hermopolis in very early times; this group em
bodied a concise cosmology in which the sun, "lhich "rises from· 
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the primeval \'laters every day, If 58 was venerated by the elements 
which gave his rising significance -- the elements of chaos 
banished by the dawn. Probably very early in the Old Kingdom, 
a cosmogony developed from the "Irlr-dh", in '\>Jhich the function of 
veneration changed to one of initial procreation, a change ac
companied by the appearance of the female complements of the 
male members. Thus two groups existed side by side throughout 
Egyptian history: the cosmogonic Ogdoad and the cosmological 
!.!:-dl\'l, whose representations can be seen in the "sunrise" 
scenes in the Book of the Dead. lYloreover, by the time ·of the 
New Kingdom the other gods worshipped in Hermopolis began to be 
called the hmaZ!, a society to which the Ogdoad itself may have 
belonged. 59 

It is a puzzling fact, as we have noticed, that the great 
maJority of texts describing the activities of the Ogdoad date 
from late times, although the group itself first appeared in 
the early Old Kingdom. The reasons for this phenomenon are un
kno'llm, but several factors· may have contributed to it. On the 
one hand, the apparent affinity of the Hermopolitan formula
tions with Greek concepts of matter and chaos may have led to 
an emphasis on the cosmogony of the Ogdoad in a time of exten
sive Greek contact and dominance; to the Egyptians, on the 
other hand, the importance of the Ogdoad was far more in its 
personification of the lIanti-solar" elements -- a function more 
cosmological than cosmogonic -- than in its part in the first 
dawn, a subJect apparently sufficiently handled by the formula
tions of Heliopolis and Thebes, which concentrated on the sun 
itself. Most of all, the hmAIl1, the role of Thoth, and the 
general constitution of the Urzeit-Bezirk give the impression 
that Hermopolis was first of all concerned with ritual rather 
than with straight theological thinking such as that of Heli 
opolis -- which could well be the maJor reason why the maJorit~ 
of texts in which the Ogdoad figures date from the late period ,: 
and then primarily from Thebes. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE FOUR PAIRS OF THE OGDOAD 
The epithets applied to the Ogdoad of Hermopolis, several 

of which were discussed in the last chapter, make it very clea~ 
that the group was bound in the most intimate way with the 
cycle of creation, the events that led to the first dawn. In 
this chapter we shall attempt to dis~over Just how the Herm
opolitan theologians approached the creative act, the manner in 
which the Ogdoad's function as personifications of the elements 
of chaos is related to their role as creators of the first 
light. The textual intricacies fostered by the Egyptians' as
sociative approach to logic will make the process necessarily 
a somewhat lengthy one, but the information to be gained from 
it is indispensible to an understanding of the group's signifi
cance. 

A. Nun and Naunet 
Among the gods of the Ogdoad, Nun and his c~mplement 

Naunet are the most clearly cosmogonic; the truly speculative 
.nature of their characters is emphasized by the fact that, al
though they are perhaps the most widespread of the creation de
ities, they themselves have no proper cult: their true sig
nificance lies in the cosmology of the first occasion~l Nun ie 
the personified abyss, the pre-creation chaos, the "great be
ginning, who came into being in the beginning of himself, wha 
was not born. n2 The Egyptians themselves expressed the prior
ity of Nun in an epithet which assumed almost the quality of a 
clich~: "father of the gods." The priority of Nun extended 
even to the creator, who is himself called Ufather of the gods n 

There is a difference, however, between the paternity of Nun 
and that of the creator. The creator is a father in the truest 
sense: he begets his progeny, whether by imparting to them his 
own life, as does Atum of Heliopolis, or by actually creating 
them, as do _~nn and Pta~. Nun, on the other hand, is the 
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"father of the gods" in the sense that he has priority over 
them, as Leucippus might be said to be tb.e IIfather" of modern 
atomic theory. Nun never appears in the accounts of creation 
as the creator of the world; that Dole belongs specifically to 
the creator, whether he is called Atum, Pta~, Amen-re', or any 
of the other gods assigned that role at one time or another in 
IEgyptian history. The creator, in fact, IIcomes forthll from NUll 

to initiate creation; it is said of him that he existed before 
creation within the primeval "laters and that he If a\'lOke" \\1ithin 
them at the beginning. 3 Descriptions of the primordial chaos 
are common in Egyptian texts, and they all follow a basic pat
tern: 

before the sky had come into being, before the earth 

had come into being, before the two firmaments had 

come into being; 

before the sky had come into being, before the earth 

had come into being, before men had come into being,

before the gods had been born, before death had come 

into being; 

before the sky had come into being, before the earth 

had come into being, before the ground and (its)

creeping things had been created in this place; 

before the earth and the sky had come into being in 

the primeval waters; 

before the sky, the earth, and the Duat had come in

to being; 

(this island) arose from the flood, coming into being

aforetime, before anything had come into being in it, 

while the earth was still in darkness and night.(4) 

The last passage in this series preserves ansmgnificant 

image in its description of the state of the pre-creation cha
os, in that it depicts the primordial universe as a "flood". 
The "flood" is, in fact, a synonym for Nun himself, as a pas
sage from the Osiris-ritual of later times makes clear: 

Homage to thee, Nun, in thy name of Nun; 
Homage to thee, Flood, in thy name of Flood. 5 

The concept of (primordial) water is inseparable from that of 
Nun, since the god was conqeived not merely as "chaos", but as 
the primeval flood, almost 'in the same manner as the Greek 
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Okeanos. 6 Together with his counterpart Naunet, Nun is the 
water that surrounds the whole world, top, bottom, and sides, 
and all the processes of existence take place ~Tithin that en
velope of waters. ~fuere modern man knoW's that the earth 
It floatslt in space, the Egyptians, lilce most primitive peoples, 
vie,\,>led the earth's surroundings as waters; the earth is Ifbe
tween Nun and Naunet" and P. Harris I speaks of "Ta-tJenen ••• 
who founded the earth ••• and surrounded it "lith Nun. ,,7 

The illustration below gives a fairly accurate representa 
tion of the Egyptian conception of the universe (fig. 2). At 
the top is the usual sign for the sky (personified as Nut); un
der the e~1t';{1(l lies the earth (Gab), and bet\l<leen the two is the 
atmosphere (Shu). At the bottom of the picture lies the sign 
for II anti-skylt or the like, a role 1flhich Nauuet seems to play. 
However, Naunet's role is not as clear as that of Nun; at times 
the goddess appears to be conceived as the underworld counter
part of Niit;9 but the "watern -determinative which follows her 
name indicates that her nature is fluid rather than aerial. 
Altogether, Naunetts appearance as a subterranean Nun seems 
most likely, despite Bonnet's contention that such a role is 
"only a priestly invention,,;lO the goddess is obviously a coun 
terpart of Nun, as her name makes clear, and the fact that her 
name bears the Uanti-skyll determinative is probably only re
flective of her relation to Nun (~ as against ~ for Nun, 
\'7ho is "over the earth"). 11 

Nun, therefore, was conceived as the primeval waters 
stretching throughout the pre-creation 
universe and completely surrounding th 
world after the creation. The fact 
Nun is chaos, not-being outside the be 
ing of the cosmos, would lead us to as 
surne that Nun surrounds the cosmos in 
three dimensions, infinite in expanse 
(this is the meaning of ~u~-~au~et, 
whom we shall examine next), and that 

Nut 
Shu 
Geo 

Naunet 
Nun~ 
~ 

Fig. 2. The Egyptian 
Conoe t of the Cosmos 
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Nun must have extended everywhere before the world came into 
being. Many of the texts contain explanations of the creation 
hich do imply this conception of Nun. The creator is often 

pictureS. as ninert", floating within the primeval waters,12 an 
Shu, the atmosphere in the Heliopolitan system, describes him
self as "that space which came about in the waters: I came into 
being in them, I grew in them, but I was not consigned to dark

n13ness. Equally common, hO\'lever, is a conception of Nun as 
infinite in three dimensions but surfaced. This viewpoint is 
especially apparent in the texts which speak o£ the primeval 
ill,* and we need not search far to find an explanation for 

it. We have noted above Nun's close association with the 
iaters of the earth, and particularly with the Nile.+ In Egypt 
the yearly recession of the Inundation uncovers the high points 
of the landscape before all else, and the sight of a mound of 
freshly fertilized earth above the otherwise unbroken expanse 
of the flood-waters convinced the Egyptians that a similar oc
currence must have produced the first mound of earth at the 
beginning of time. 14 

The name of Nun is derived from a verb which is often use 
in connection with the waters of the Inundation; Nnw is parti
cipial from the verb .!!E!, lito be inert, \tleary, II l 5-;;;d is com
monly predicated of "'later, especially of the Nile as it over
lies the land during the Inundation; in this last use it ap
pears to have the meaning II s tagnant" as well as the connotatio 
of incipient life, or life-giving power. That it was the Nile
waters which permitted the cultivation of the land along the 
banks of the river did not escape the attention of the Egyp
tians, and it is reasonable to assume that they read the life
giving power of the Nile into the quality of water E!~~. In 
any case, Nun, the source of all \llater, "las felt to possess 
the power of life: flHe brings the Nile from its cavern (source) 
he makes the plants on which men live to flourish, and makes 

f§~~-Ch;;:-4~-~;b. A. +pp. 28-29, above, and n. 6. 
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the sustenance which comes forth from him -- in his name of 
Nun the Elder.,,16 A phrase commonly predicated of the Nile in 
Inundation reveals the connection between Nun and the concept 
expressed by the verb nni: "It (the Nile) is inert in its name 
of Nunll;17 the deceased in the Coffin Texts claims: "I am Nun; 
I am inert. illS The claim of the deceased, in his hope of re
birth, to equation with Nun ~.§. !mi, "inert", is a clear indi
cation not only of the correspondence between Nun and the qual
ityof nni, but also of the fact that Nun as "inert" has the- . 

power of incipient or potential life. It is the possession of 
this last quality "lhich accounts, in part, for Nun's equation 
'with the creator himself, "lho is the giver of all life. 19 

Nun is thus the primeval waters not only as simply chaos, 
but as not-being awaiting the creation of the cosmos, or being; 
it is his potentiality which gives meaning to the actuality of 
the cosmos. It is especially in this way that he is "father of 
the gods." It is some'what puzzling, hO"lever, that he appears 
both as the pre-creation chaos and as a member of the Ogdoad, 
personifications of that chaos. The texts relate how the Og
doad produce Light "in the darkness of father Nun,,;20 in fact, 

21the members of the Ogdoad are themselves "formed in Nun." 
Since the original validity of the Ogdoad is as personifica
tions of qualities of the primeval waters, the answer seems to 
lie in the distinction bet\'leen quality and qualified. Nun is 
the primeval "laters, but as a member of the Ogdoad his role -
originally -- \']as probably simply as !m!, "inertness. 1I22 Egyp
tian literature sometimes makes the distinction bet\'leen "Nun 
the Elder, father of the gods" and "Nun of the Ogdoad,,;23 the 
fusion of the two names is probably simply a matter of confu
sion between the name of the qualified and the personification 
of the quality. In any case, the two 'lrlere never very far a
part conceptually.24 

The real importance of Nun's occurrence in the Ogdoad is 
as nni, that broad conc~f>t which we have noted as embracing 
both "inertness" and 11 incipient life." It is hardly valid to 
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read into Nun ~he role of "matter" or "Urstoff", as' some have 
done,25 since the texts which speak of creation "from Nun" al
ways relate to his inertness as such, and not to any materiali
ty on his part. To apply a modern term to the Egyptian con
cept, it is closest to the original to say that Nun is poten
tiality personified, for this term embodies the idea of incipi
ent motion as \'1ell as the notion of "inertness" in itself. NuT. 
is exactly that, whether he is viewed as "father Nunfl 

, the 
primeval waters, or as BB! personified: he is the· incipient, 
the potential i.·lhich gives significance to the existence of the 
cosmos. The next two pairs of the Ogdoad, ~u~-~au~et and Kuk
Kaultet, serve to emphasize that potentiality even more pre
cisely. 

B. Huh-Hauhet.. .. . 
The name of the second god of the Ogdoad appears in a var

iety of writings, as do the names of most of the eight gods. 
By far the most common is the simple ~l~, which appears in 
varieat fo~ms with different phonetic complements. Depending 
on the derivation in the mind of the writer, the name can also 
appear as l.A ~ e"1 or l0 ~; the name of :ijau~et, the feminine com
plement of :iju~, shows the same sort of variation. 26 

These variant writings are important, since they indicate 
that the derivation of the name was not considered uniform. In 
the exa~les above, the i.'1riting with the "legs"-determinative, 
indicating "motion", recalls the verb ~ ~..I'::.~, meaning "range 
afar" 0r secondarily "seek, search for.,,27 ~!t! is often used 
in connection with water, where it displays the writingli/1~ 
or ~ j :c:r ; the '!flriting.E l..fl.l':t:r indicates not only the connec
tion of the verb with i ~ .A but with the water as well. The 
meaning is this last relation is clear enough -- "surge, well 
Upll -- and the form is actually a reduplication of another com
mon word i'i E gwil, "tw well up, to flood" ;28 the Pyramid 
Texts, in fact, preserve a substantive ~44 E ItI, "flood" (Pyr. 

l146a). Another common Egyptian derivation of "IJu~" is repre
sented by the writi:ng l0l; this is actullly an abbreviation of 

http:variation.26
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the fuller form ~, "eternity".29 The abbreviation became in 
later times the norm, through an erroneous interpretation of 
the writing, and this interpretation was applied to the name 0 

~uQ.30 The initial element ~ clearly indicates that a direct 
ueriv.ation of this sort can be discounted. 

We may well ask which among all these different deriva
ti~es is the original source of the name of ~u~. The texts 
themselves, of course, are not concerned with relaying the 
source, but they do provide enough evidence of the role of the 
god and his counterpart to enable us to deduce his signifie"? 
cance. ~u~ often appears closely associated with Nun, more so 
than the other members of the Ogdoad; variant writings of his 
name even use the determinative for "water".3l A section from 
Chapter 175 of the Boole of the Dead is revealing; in a dialogue 
bemqeen Atum and Osiris, the creator relates hoW, at the end 0 

time, he will cause the world to revert to its primal state, 
covered by water. The words describing the final flood are 
spoken by Atum: "This land will revert to Nun and ~UQ" (A~ 
M"" @A ~].~]..E) .32 It is important to note that the text 
speaks of the end o~ the world through a total flood, with the 
emphasis on !Qtal: the cosmos is to become as it was before 
the creation, with the primeval waters everywhere. The sig
nificant point is the fact that m~ was apparently not felt 
to convey the sense of totality in itself, that it was neces
sary to add the explanation mQwtw (99w). The primeval waters 
thus exist m~, as infinite in expanse. 

These two words, infinity and expanse, not only convey 
the meaning of ~u~, but they also recall two of the derivations 
examined above: ~0i and t ~ h. In fact, if we analyze closely 
the various words bearing the radical ~, 'IIle can see that they 
all carry the connotation of "limitlessness", though in dif
ferent applications. We might, if this were a grammatical 
treatise, trace each of these words back to a common hypothet
ical stem hh (or h reduplicated) \'1hich "lOUm mean broadly "un
limited" -- whether in number (~, "millionU 

), in distance 

http:water".3l
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(~, "range afar ll 
), in expanse of '\rJ'ater (l).1J.\'" "well up, 

flood"), in time (n'ttlt, "eternity"), and so forth. It is enOl1g 
to notehhere, hOi.'Jever, that the sense of the word which is the 
root of the name of ijulJ. is carried through in the role of the 
god ~uQ in the Ogdoad -- the personification of the infinitude 
of the primeval waters' expanse, what Sethecharacterizes as 
"a quality of the water personified in the god, something like 
the infinitude, the infinite !usb~eitR~g§~!gke~ which allow 
the \'later to rise and to \'lell up in every corner .it can 
reach.,,33 

~ulJ. and ~auQet have one of the most prominent roles in th 
cosmological !~diw, in connection with the rising and the set 
ting of the sun, a role that was perhaps their. original func
tion: 

~uQ, who raises the sun in the morning and makes his 
night in Medinet Habu; ijauQet, who seeks the sun in 
the Netherworld, in order to bring light into being
after darkness.(34) 

The role is purely secondary to the function of·the gods in the 
0gdoad, but it is a good index of their significance: ~uQ and 
~auQet, in their personification of the spatial infinity of 
chaos, emphasize the comfortable finitude of the actual cosmos. 

C. Kuk-Kauket 
Unlike the second pair of the Ogdoad, the name of Kuk and 

his complement Kauket bear an immediately obvious relation to 
the role of the gods in creation. ~ is one of several com
mon Egyptian ,,'lOrds for "night", "darkness", or "gloom", as the 
rarely-omitted determinative T indicates. 35 Kkw, moreover, 
appears to be the earliest of the three terms in common use; 
the word gr~, which occurs after the Old Kingdom, properly 
means "nightn , and is derived from the verb s5!!, Hcome to an 
end, cease" -- when the day comes to an end, there is night; 
the word which occurs simply as ~ in later texts is more com 
pletely ~ or srikkw, a derivative of kk\~, and its basic mean 
ing is "obscurity",,36 Of the three, only ~ is properly dark
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ness ~ ~, as the absence of (all) light, and is thus a dif
ficult concept to- render accurately, since it applies in the 
first sense to the primeval waters, upon which no light shines: 

The king \'las conceived at night and lias born at night ••• 
King N. was conceived in Nun and born in Nun (Pyr. 132). 

The fact that ~ was used in general Egyptian literature to 
signify simply IIdarkness" does not destroy the argument, since 
this is a derived application; in fact, to convey the sense of 
the darkness that is embodied in Kuk the Egyptians found it 
necessary to co.mpare it to E!:1t, Itnight": If This manifestation 
(or emanation) of Kuk is Night. u37 It might even be said, in 
light of this text and others, that Kuk is the source of all 
darkness as Nun is the source of all water, but the associatiofJ 
in the case of Kuk is much less certain than is the case with 
Nun. 38 All that we can safely say -- and this with a good deal 
of textual support -- is that Kuk represented the inexplicable 
darkness 'lt/hich is coterminous with the primeval waters, a dark
ness never broken by the light of the sun: 

(This island) arose from the flood, coming into being
aforetime, before anything had come into being in it, 
while the earth was still in darkness (kkw) and gloom 
(.§!!l~). (39~ 
Like iju~ and ~a~et, Kuk and Kauket also have a prominent 

cosmological role, in connection with the birth of the sun at 
dawn and (by extension) with its setting at night: 

Kuk, who mruces light and brings the da~m into being.
He causes Re'-Atum-Khopri to set in the West. Kauket, 
who makes night and brings the sun into being; 
Kuk, the elder god, 'lrtho came about in the darlcness. 
He makes clear the path of the light, dispersin3 dark
ness before men with the rays of his emanation (the
sun). (40) 

In the ease of Kuk and KatL~et, however, their cosmological 
function is striking and immediately obvious: as personifica
tions of darkness, they give an absolute significance to the 
light of the sun. In the Ogdoad that function becomes cosmo
gonic: the absolute darkness of chaos, in giving meaning to 
the first da'wn, is somehOirl felt to cause the first rising of 
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the sun. Together with the first pair of the 0gdoad, Kuk and 
Kauket are commonly used together to describe the state of the 
primeval waters; it is said of the creator that he made the 
Nether"10rld, "dark and limitless," irlhile Chapter 175 of the 
Book of the Dead describes the chaos as livery deep, very dark, 
completely limitless .,,41 

D. The Fourth Pair 
Unlike the first three pairs, the fourth pair of the Og

doad has neither a consistent role in the creation nor, indeed, 
is it al\,lays the same- t'lrlO gods 'ltlho exercise that role. In the 
Coffin Texts of the First Intermediate Period, where the male 
members of the Ogdoad first ~ppear together, the fourth posi
tion is occupied exclusively by the god Tenemu; Tenemu appears 
only in the Coffin Texts, and is thus without a feminine com
plement. The meaning of his name (and his nature) is not im
ediately apparent (indeed, it is not clear whether Tenemu is 

a god at all; his name never seems to have the determinative 
of divinity); !~ appears in two forms in the Coffin Texts, 
= 11 F1 n .A.. A (1 rI n 42 

/VIN\ ~ 6\::. Jf- II I and ,fI/vI/\ J:I 1fXl if ~. The latter seems to have the mean
ing "darkness, gloom, obscurity,U 'ltlhile the former has a verba 
form !B!!! with various translations: IIturn aside, go astray, 
err, deflect, be confused. n43 In its basic sense, !B!B! seems 
to signify "obscurity U or the like; most scholars have read the 
connotation tldisappearance" into the word. 44 The last interpre 
tation seems to have some support in the Pyramid Texts, where 
the dead king, personified as the setting sun, is addressed: 
n Thou disappearest (jznm l\.. • k) from their sight like Re'" (Pyr. 
l695c). It is difficult in all of this to find a concrete ex
pression for the quality Tenemu personifies. In general, the 
god's nature seems to capsulize some sort of intangibility 
about the primordial chaos; perhaps the closest approximation

, 
to the original Egyptian lies in the word "obscurity", where i 
is not the darkness of the chaos itself that it qualified, but 
the whole of the pre-creation state. 
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v/hen the full Ogdoad first appears, in the XXVIth Dynasty 
Tenemu has been replaced by the god Niu and his consort Niut, 
and throughout the late period, from which most of the Hermo
politan texts derive, these two gods are the most common occu
pants of the fourth position. The significance of Niu's nature 
is every bit as obscure as that of his predecessor. The stem 
of B!!, Bi, seems to be the same as that which appears in the 
verb MM 4;'l.....:1.\.!!!, IIdrive away, rebuff, avoid, repel, parry.1t The 
original sense of the verb is perhaps more basic than the\se 
translations indicate; in the Pyramid Texts, the sun is said tc 
~ (~44 , Pyr. 891), and the radical is often translated 
"deny" or ttnegateu.45 In light of the verb's intransitive use 
in Pyr. 891, it seems likely that the root sense of ni involves 
some sort of negation of existence -- the sun "disappears tt (nz) 

by going out of sight,4-6 and a thing is "avoided, repl1f!ed," 
etc., by being moved out of the sphere of the observer's exis
tence. Like Tenemu, Niu is predicated of the chaos itself, 
and in that context the god perhaps signifies the separation 
between the cosmos (existence) and the waters of chaos (not
being); again, a somewhat difficult concept to express in mod
ern terms. 

At times, in the late period, the gods Amun and Amaunet 
occupy the fourth place in the Ogdoad; the first such instance 
dates from Dynasty XXVI, in the earliest days of the Ogdoad's 
appearance in the texts. 4? It is significant, however, that 
Amun's relations with the Ogdoad are in a highly irregular 
capacity. The god appears to be a stranger to the Hermopolitan 
group, and his association with it usually calls for some al
terations in its composition. 48 In the Ogdoad, Amlin always oc
cupies the fourth position, usually as a substitute for Niu; 
at times, however, he replaces Nun, in which case the order is 
¥u~-Kuk-Niu-Amun; only in one instance does t~e god ~u~ seem 
to be omitted in favor of Amun. 49 Very often, Amun and Amaunet 
are included in an Ogdoad of more than eight members: P. Ber
lin 13603, for example, names the eight gods of the "orthodox" 
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Ogdoad (fig. 1) and then relates how IIAmun and Amaunet ••• 
united themselves with those who have united themselves, in 
order to make ill names,1I and an inscription of Ptolemy IV 
Philopater (221-205 B.C.) names as lithe Ogdoad" t",O groups of 
three pairs each: 

Nun-Naunet Huh-Hauhet 
Amun-Amaunet Kuk-Kauket 0 
Niu-Niut ~emse-IJemset.5 

In the maJority of instances, however, Amun appears not as a 
personification of some quality of the primeval waters but 
rather as the creator gua creator. Even \'lhen he appears in thE 
Ogdoad, he is ~Sten described as the IIfather of the fathers" 
the group; his appearance as a creator is sometimes in union 
with Nun, for reasons expressed above: and there are several 
instances in which the Ogdoad itself appears merely as a mani
festation or embodiment of Amun. 5l 

Amun I s appearance in the Ogdoad as creator points to the' 
looseness 'of his association with the group, \'1hose other mem
bers are clear personifications of chaos, and brings to the 
fore the question of the reasons behind the association. Sethe 
devoted much space to an attempt to establish Amun as the ori 
ginal occupant of the fourth position, despite the lack of 
early evidence and the later indications to the contrary; the 
god I s later association 1Ilith the Ogdoad is thus, for Sethe and 
his followers, simply the reflection of his original role. 52 

The evidence against this interpretation, however, is much too 
strong to be explained away by Sethe's theory. Besides the in
dications of the preceding paragraph, the god's historical 
situation argues against his origin as a member of the Ogdoad. 
Amun first appears in Hermopolis in the XVIIIth Dynasty, long 
after the Coffin Texts of the First Intermediate Period; his 
first relationship with the city is as Q~;y-i!2 ~gy!, a phrase 
best translated as "visiting in ~," and the first Hermopoli
tan temple dedicated to the god '\tIas founded in Dynasty XIX on 

*See pp. 27, 31, and n. 19 to this chapter. 
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virgin soil. 53 All together, the most reasonable explanation 
of Amun's appearance as a member of the Ogdoad probably lies iT 
his role as Pantokrator, and his relationship with the group 
is simply as a creator in a cosmogonic context; this relation
ship will be examined more fully in the next chapter. Such an 
explanation does not discount the fact that there may have beer 
a common quality in the natures of Amun and Niu which contribu
ted to the association. As we shall see in Chapter 3, Amun's 
name means "hidden", and the god \A1aS often vie,\,led as "hidden ir 
the ,!;-1ind," a quality that may have contributed, in part, to an 
association bet,\,leen Amun and the "obscurityl1 personified in 
Niu. 54 ~he explanation is often given that the names may have 
been interchanged simply because they each express a negative 
concept, or a personification of the same element of chaos. 55 

As for the original occupant of the fourth position, the 
bulk of the evidence points to ~enemu. However, the Memphite 
~heology, which is probably to be dated to the end of Dynasty 
11,* preserves the name of the goddess Niut (ni;t) in a list 
of cosmogonic deities and describes her as "she who gave birth 
to the gods.,,56 In view of the fact that Niu-Niut does not ap
pear again until Dynasty XXVI, \'lhile ~enemu' s name occurs in 
the first collective mention of the male members of the group, 
it may be that the fourth member was called ~enemu in the ori
ginal !E-diw and the expansion of the ~esserad to the cosmogon
ic,Ogdoad replaced that name with Niu and Niut. 

*See Chapter 15, below. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE ROLE OF AMUN 
The god Amun, as noted in the last chapter, is", not direct

ly connected with the Ogdoad as such. Nonetheless, he appears 
quite often in Hermopolitan texts, and his role as one of the 
maJor creator-gods is important enough to warrant examination 
in this context. 

Amun first appears in the Pyramid Texts, in contexts '!JIlhicr 
suggest his conception already in the Old Kingdom as a king 
(Pyr. l7l2b) and as a creator (Pyr. 446c). The godts first ge
ographical connections are with the city of Thebes; at the be
ginning of the First Intermediate Period, after the end of the 
Vlth Dynasty, the nomarch Re~uy relates how he delivered pro
visions to the temple of Amun at Thebes during the years of 
famine, and later in the same period, an official who served 
under an unnamed king, perhaps Iny5tef I (Dynasty XI), states 
that his master performed services for Amlin and other gods at 
Thebes. 1 Barguet even maintains that It already at the end of 
the IIIrd Dynasty, Karnak was doubtless a place consecrated to 
Amlin," but the statement is undocumented. 2 From the time of 
Iny5tef I, Amlin's association with Thebes is clear, but it is 
difficult to say whether the city had always been the god's 
home. 3 After the First Intermediate Period, Amlin is firmly es
tablished in Thebes, and the city remains his home until the 
end of the Egyptian religion. 

Part of the uncertainty over Amlin's geographical origin 
stems from the fact that his original character shows strong 
connections with Min, the god of the nome of Koptos, next to 
Thebes. 4 The early Egyptologists wa~e fairly uniform in their 
belief that Amlin was no more than a Theban development of Min, 
and Wainwright has made extensive studies to support the in
terpretatio.n. 5 Amlin does appear to have borrowed his form and 
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many of his characteristics from r'1in -- perhaps even his 
name -- and it is probable that his first relations 'lrlere with 
Min; the limestone chapel of Senwosre I (Dynasty XII) at Kar
nak shows Amun in human form wearing the ~w~~-plumes, and in 
more than t'lrlO thirds of the representations in the chapel he 
appears in the ithyphallic form -- tll0 of the most basic of 
Min's characteristics.6 In one of Amun's earliest appearances 
in the Pyramid Texts, he seems to replace Min, and the evi
dence of these texts suggest that, if he did indeed derive 
from Min, he first began to diverge from that god in Dynasty 
V.? 

Whether or not Amun had the same origin as Min, his basic 
role very early departed from that of the Koptite god. One of 
the prime indications of the separation is in the name of 
!mun. In its consonantal structure !ma employs the same radi-' 
cal as that of the verb ~, which means "conceal ll and "be hid 
denl!; the determinative of the verb varies, but the most com
mon are· the picture of a man concealed behind a wall ~ and a 
shorter form ~. 8 The Pyramid Texts usually employ the deter
minative of negation~ or simply an empty space after the 
word. 9 That the sDggnificance of Amun's name rests on the con 
cept of the verb 1mB is readily discernible from the many 
texts which concentrate on the "secrecy" or the "mysteryll of 
the god's existence: 

Amun, who came into existence at the beginning. None 
knows the manner of his emergence. No god came into 
being before him. There was no other god with him to 
tell his forms. He had no mother for whom his name 
'was made ~ He had no father irlho begot him and said: 
nIt is I." Shapmng his Oirln egg. Force, mysterious of 
births, creating his beauties. Divine god, coming in
to existence of himself: all gods came into being af
ter he began to be.(10) 

It is said of Amftn: tlThou concealest thyself as Amun the Eld
ell'. tr 11 .In fact, an extremely common "1riting of his name -
perhaps the complete form -- is ,imn-rn·!, "He 'lrIho conceals his 
name"; and \-Then we recall the Egyptian feeling toward the name 
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of a thing, this form takes on special significanee. 12 In ex
position of this feeling we may quote the common epithet of 
the god, "He conceals his name as Amiin,n and relate it to the 
equally common variant nHe conceals himself as Amlin the Elder ll 

a line from Thebes ShO,\,lS that the two thoughts are parallel: 
"He who conceals his name: his Self is unkno't'ln. ,,13 The god is 
"He who conceals himself unto his children; he 'TIlho secretes 
himself, his nature is unkno'IJm"; nor is it only "his children" 
(men) to whom the essence of the god's existence is closed, 
but the gods -- the natural forces -- as \'1ell: "Thou art Amlin, 
't'lho conceals himself~ unto the gods," lithe sole Amtin, who con
ceals himself unto them: he who secretes himself unto the gods 
he "lhose appearance is unknown. ,,14 Amlin t s relation to the 
"lind, as IIhiddenll 

, is also in evidence, but it is doubtful tha 
his immanence in the \-lind was the original source of his Ithid
den" nature. 15 

Amlin's connection with the wind, however, does point to 
a significant quality in the god's nature. Of Amon-re', the 
creator-sun, it is said: "Thy external appearance is light 
(1nw-k hl), but thy body is the wind at every nose; one "';;('C 

breathes of thee in order to Iive,n; Mnlin is "the august god 
who came into being in the beginning, the wind which pervadas 
all things (~ l!! h1!. lli2) and of 't'/hich one lives forever tl and 
his complement Amaunet is called "the North \lJind ,\,lhich creates 
the Ka's and sustenance through her action.,,16 The impor1iant 
thing to note in the relation is Amlin's appearance not as a 
tlcreative '!;lind" but rather as a wind which gives life to all 
things. Possession and bestowal of the "breath of life" is, i, 
fact, a common attribute of all the creator-gods, and if Amun 
seems to be more closely allied with the wind than most, it is . 
perhaps smmply because he is the creator Ear excellence. He 
can hardly be said to have personified the wind as a chaotic 
element, since one of his epithets is 1r-:t;\,1, 1I;;lfind-malter": 
tithe god, the t..rind-maker, hidden of form, who secretes himself 
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\ unto his children. Ill? 
Amun's connection with the breath of life in the wind sug

gests the power of his role as Pantokrator (reigning creator), 
and his usual epithets confirm it: liKing of the gods,tI "Lord of 
the gods," ItChief of all the gods," "Ruler of the Enneads," a 
god whose dominion extends over "heaven, earth, the Nether:" 
world, the waters, the mountains" -- in short, over all facets 
of the cosmos.l8 As creator, he enJoys the common title hEE m 
ill, "he who came into being in the beginning,1t and is often 
referred to as lithe primeval one" or more specifically as "the 

nl9first primeval one. It is significant, however, that among 
the various creator-gods of Egypt, Amun is regarded not only as 
the most important but also as the embodiment of all the maJor 
creators: 

AmUn ••• (he is) Re' himself, bodily united (with him).
He is the Elder who is in Heliopolis (Atum). He is 
called Ta-tJenen (Pta~). Amun, who came forth from 
Nun. He guides all men. Another of his forms is the 
Hermopolitans. The primeval one who begot the primeval 
ones. He gave birth to Re' and completed (tm) himself 
as Atum (1tm'll1), \-lith whom he is one •• T:.::Three are all 
gods: Amu~e', and pta~; their seconds are not. Con
cealing his name as AmUn. To him is Re' as face; his 
body is Pta~.(20) 
Of the various equations in this passage, perhaps the most 

significant is that of Amun with Re', the sun-god, since it is 
in the union Amon-re', rather than as simply Amun, that Amun 
rose to national importance and sovereignty in the Middle King
dom and after. The union of the two gods, which seems to have 
occurred sometime during the First Intermediate Period, is of
ten explained as the result of ggographical moves or of politi
cal factors, but the most obvious explanation lies in the na
tures of the two gods themselves. 21 Both Amun and Re' appear 
earliest, in the Pyramid Texts, as kings; Pyr. 1?12b already. 
speaks of the tlthrone of Amun," and a personal name in the Xlth 
Dynasty, when Amun first begins to assume prominence, shows his 
claim to pmver: S'ankh-Amun SekhemtO'lll~. 22 

Amun's union with Re' is extremely important in our con

http:cosmos.l8
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text, for it is the key to the god's complicated relations wit 
the Ogdoad and its creative activities. As the creator, Amon
r~' is often identified with the other creator-gods of Egypt. 
Thus in Memphis he is naturally associated with Pta~-TatJenen, 
the Memphite form of the original creator; one text clearly 
speaks of Amun' s "taking his other form of South-of-His-1vall, It 

using a frequent synonym' for Pta~.23 Amun's identification 
with Atum of Heliopolis is much less common, and is almost al
ways made through the medium of some other god, usually one of 
the "sun-gods". In this ",ay, Amun is identified in some texts 
\,lith "Re' :ijarakht~ AtumU or "lith "Atum ijarakht~ll; association 
through Re' alone is most common, as in a line from the Theban 
tomb of AmeneniJt.~t: It Amon-r§' Atum, Lord, of 't'lhat exists. ,,24 In 
most such cases, Atum was probably conceived only as the sun, 
as was common in later times. 25 

In Thebes, Amun as creator is often equated with the Kem
atef serpent of the Grecian period, a being that appears very 
often in texts concerning the Ogdoad. The name Kematef, in 
Egyptian ~;t'f, means "he who finishes his moment," and is 
perhaps a reference to the creator's completion of creation, 
Just as the Ogdoad is said to "complete its time" by initiatin 

26the first rising of the sun. The temporal aspect implied in 
the name is probably reflected in another "serpent-manifesta
tion" of Amtin"the ~~ l"m!:!!! h;t. 27 The name ~ is dif 
ficult to translate into English; it comes from the word ..:!l.:l!, 
which means "lifetime" or "period, space of time.,,28 A liter
al translation such as Sethe's IIlifetime-serpent ll conveys lit
tle of the name's significance; in the last analysis, the name 
is probably an emphasis on the creator's pre-creation existenc 
in the vamd. 29 Amun's connection with this being is evident i 
a text 'which tells how Amun "created himself as the ~
serpent, unique in his form, whose equal is not;OO The serpen 
itself is probably simply another form of Kematef. 

The Kematef-serpent itself is a form of Amun as creator, 

http:times.25
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as many texts make clear. 31 In the usual version of the myth 
surrounding Kematef, the serpent-god exists from all time in 
pre-creation eternity. Aththe beginning of the creation, Kem
atef creates a second serpent, the first being, whose name is 
!;:-t;, ItLand-~laker". It is th~s second serpent who is the ac
tual creator, and thus a sort of demiurge of Kematef: "It is 
Kematef who was the father of Land-Maker, who initiated crea
tion, before land had come into being.,,32 Land-Maker, hO'l,'1ever, 
is identical with PtaQ of Memphis, under the latter's associa
tion "lith Ta-tJenen, the URising Land". Pta'Q.-TatJenen is 
called "Land-Maker (!;£-t; CWU\), who created the primeval timet!; 
and since Pta'Q. is himself identical with Amun, Land-Maker is 
also Amun: at least one text writes the name of the serpent
god with the determinative for "Amun".33 

The associations outlined in the preceding paragraphs are 
important, for they are the key to one of Amun's most frequent 
relationships with the Ogdoad, a relationship expressed in his 
common epithet "father of the fathers of the Eight. u34 To un
derstand the meaning of this phrase, we need to recall that 
Amun "as often identified with Pta1;t-TatJenen. The latter god 
appears in the texts of the late period as the creator of the 
Ogdoad; he is called "father of the Eight tt and they are re
ferred to as his children. 35 The role of IIfather of the Og
doad ll is also assigned to the god Shepse,* 

:1' 

an anthropomorphic 
or falcon-headed sun-god 'Vlho appears in Hermopolis from Dynast;y 
~VIII on, but it is Fta1;t-TatJenen who appears most commonly in 
the role. 36 Pta'Q.'s fatherhood, however, is qualified to the 
degree that he himself has been created by Amiin: liRe created 
Pta'Q. at his word, to give birth to the Eight," flhe created Ta
tJenen who formed the Eight. fl3? It is for this reason that 
Amun is called "father of the fathers of the Eight,U and it is 
in that position that he is most often associated with the Og
doad, at times almost as the head of a Rermopolitan (or Theban) 

*See p .. 23, above.

http:children.35
http:Amun".33
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"Ennead" on the model of' Atum and the Heliopolitan Ennead. 
It is important to remember, however, that although Amon

r~' is the creator, he is also the sun itself. Because of this 
one fact, he often appears in Hermopolitan texts in a second 
role, as the sun, the end-product of the Ogdoad's creative ac
tivities. A Cairo ostrakon calls the sun tlhe who came forth 
into the sight of men from a hidden egg, as a youth of' the Og
doad,u and this image of the sun as a child (newly-born) gives 
rise .to an epithet of Amon-re': "divine youth who is in Hermop
olis, the august child of the Ogdoad. 1I38 It is true that the 
risingsun is most often unnamed in Hermopolitan texts, and 
there are instances in which the sun has qualities very similar 
if' not identical to those of the Heliopolitan Khopri.* In a 
late demotic text, the lotus-blossom+ emerges "in the form of' 
a (m)'"beetle , with a ram's head, It "lJhile a Theban temple
inscription describes the emergence of Land-Maker from the egg+ 
as the appearance of a serpent "with the face of a (llE)
beetle ... 39 HO\,lever , it is certain that Amon-re' himself (as 
Khopri) is behind these images; we have seen that Land-Maker 
\'las identified with Amun, and the beetle "with a ram's head lf 

recalls the ram, with which Affiun is often associated. 40 

The Whole process of associations discussed above is dif
~icult to bring into a coherent whole without the realization 
~hat Amon-re' was both the sun and the creator at the same 
~ime; once this is understood, it becomes relatively simple to 
see how the associations came about in the first place, why 
ithey developed as they did, and "1hat their true significance 
~as. Moreover, the god's intricate remationship with the Og
~oad is only understandable in light of his two qualities of 
preator and sun. These explain, for instance, not only the ap
~arent contradiction involved in his appearance as both the 
IIfather of the fathers of the Eight!! and the "august child of 
the Ogdoad,tI but also the fact that the late period associates 
-------~-~------*See Chapter 10, below. +For the image, see Chap. 4, belmw. 
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the Ogdoad not only with Hermopolis but with Thebes, Memphis, 
and Heliopolis -- the homes of Amon-re', Pta~-TatJenen, and 
Atum and R~' -- as well. A late text outlines the whole pro
cess succinctly: 

The Eight: formed in Nun, the fathers and the mothers 
who made lisht. Born in Thebes, they opened their 
mouths (E1~) in White-Wall (Memphis) and brought
forth the sun in the great waters of the beginning.
They Journeyed with him upstream to the place of 
their birth, to receive the kingship for vli:qd-Maker. ': 
Afte~lards, they Journeyed downstream to Balance of' 
the Two Lands (Memphis) so that he might rule (on)
the throne of Land-Maker. They completed their time 
in their sanctuary ••• at Med1net Habu.(4l) 
Further than this, the two functions of Amon-re' account 

for almost all of his characteristics. As a universal god, 
Amun is revered throughout Egypt as Amon-re' and Amenranef (~ 
~) and in specifically Theban situations as Amenope, more 
fully Amen-en-operes (Amen of Luxor) and AmenopendJeme (Amun 
of Med1net Habu). The last form of Amun, Amenope, also ap~ears 
as the new-born sun, the "heir of the Ogdoad." Sethe, in fact, 
has distinguished between "Amenope It!, the "father of the gods" 
'trlho is often equated \r1ith Pta~, and "Amenope lIlt, the "univer
sal heir" who is equated with Horus (IJarakht~), the Heir Ear 
exeel1ence. 42 

Analysis of all the various forms under which AmUn appears 
thus reveals that each of his forms falls into one of three 
categories, according to which aspect of his full character is 
emphasized: (a) the first existent (hE£ mal~, !1 ntrw, etc.), 
(b) the functional creator, and (c) the sun-god who rises as a 
result of the creation. The whole scheme can be diagrammed as 
follows: 

Amun (Amenranef) 
becomes idebtified with 

Ifi rst l bAin'Q' 

." 
R§', the sun 

I 
creator 

I
universal heir 

Kematef 
Pt~ 
Atum 

Land-Maker 
Ta-tJenen 

Amenope (I) 

Amenope (II) 
ijarakht~ 

Khopri 

http:exeel1ence.42
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It is usually hazardous to assign to an Egyptian construc 

a framework devised by modern methods which, of necessity, em
iody modern conceptmal foundations. Nonetheless, the categori 
zations diagrammed here correspond well and often enough to th 
roles played by Amun in his different forms to be valid in mos 
cases, and they can be Justified by the tendencies which the 
Egyptians themselves manifested in their literature. As an ex 
ample, most of the nAmun family" listed above can be seen in a 
inscription from the two sides of a Ptolemaic pylon at Medinet 
Habu,43 in which two nOgdoads lt are composed in a manner which 
would suggest a recognition of the three basic functions of 
Amun and their application to the Ogdoad: 

NQRTH pOUTH 

Amun-Amaunet Nun-Naunet 
Kuk-Kauket IiIul;;L-~aul;;Let ,. 

Amenope, ttHeir Mont-re'-~arakht~,
of the Eight" II child of the Eight" 

Amon-re ': ngreat god Mont-re ' : 1\ Atum in 
of long ago, primeval his body, Amun in 
one of the Two Lands, his body, Kematef" 
Kematef who came into 
being in the beginning" 

The whole inscription incorporates not only the eight gods of 
the Ogdoad (Amun-Amaunet in place of Niu-Niut), but their crea 
tor (Amnn, Amon-rei', Mont-rei', Kematef, Atum) and their "heir" 
(Amenope, Mont-re'-~arakhte) as well. 

Om. .the whole, ,..re can say of Amun of Thebes that he is a 
blend of the maJor cosmogonic characteristics developed by the 
different religious centers of the country. And Just as in 
Thebes Amun 1 s various functions and forms are gathered to
gether geographically, so are they all brought into one mean
ingful whole through his association with Re', so that as Amon 
rei' he is both "hidden" creator and immanent sun, "Lord of the 
T,'lo Lands. fI 



CHAPTER FOUR 

CREATION IN HERMOPOLIS 

In the Theban texts of the Ptolemaic period -- which, as 
we have seen before, must be eonsidered the basic literature 
of the Hermopolitan system -- the actual creative activity of 
the Ogdoad begins with its Journey lldo\'1nstream" after its 
"birth" in Thebes. The destination of the Journey varies with 
in certain limits, according to the provenance of the text in 
~uestion, but the end is always the same -- the ~nitiation of 
creation. The general tenor of the texts as a whole is that 
whatever the specific locale, the.0gdoad's creative act begins 
on the primeval hillock. 

A. The Primeval Hillock 
The theme of the primeval hill, the first "feature" of 

I creation in many accounts, is an extremely common one in the\ 

body of Egyptian religious literature. Each maJor temple 
claimed to be erected on the very spot where the hill had e

erged, and each -- because of the special logic of the Egyp
ians -- was actually VielJled as such .. 1 In Heliopolis, the 
aJor center for the worship of Re', Atum, and the Ennead,the 

specific form of the hill was the ~ or ~~, a conical 
stone whose influence can be seen, in a stylised form, in the 
shape of the Pyramids and the obelisks.* Within the temples 
hemsllves the hill figured in ritual as the §~-klz, the uSand 
ill", which actually ;''las a pile of sand. 2 In Memphis, the 
ill \'las personified as Ta-tJenen, the II Rising Landn , while in 

Thebes the city itself was called lithe hillock "lhich was placed 
over Nun in the beginning. 113 The hill i tseIf ;'<las not an ex
lusively Hermopolitan theme, nor did it concern only the Og

doad; it appears in connection with temples which have little 
or no connection with the group. The temple at Dendera, for 

*See Chap. 6, below. 
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example, '.'las known as "the mound of :ij:atl}.orft and lithe place 
whereRe' 'Was from the first time." 4 Philae called itself lithe 

. beautiful' city of Philae which came forth from Nun, '.'Ihich was 
raised above the flood, which 'IIlas born T.. 'IIlhen there viaS 
nothing that, existed, when the world was in total'darkness. 1I5 

Edfu; which \'las called "tlie mound "Thich came forth from ijarakh
te,lt. even derived its name-from the primeval hill. 6 : 

Hermopolis, however, was perhaps more noted for its con
cern with the primeva'l hill than most other cities; \'le have 13.1 
ready noted in Chapter 1 the existence of a complete eosmogoni~ 
.... -" ---~----~- -~----"- - - - -~~ ~ 

cal complex in the city, 
-

built around the primeval hill. In 
any case, ,the hill figures prominently in the texts concerning 

he Ogdoad; when the particular destination of the group's 
post-nata'l II Journeyll is mentioned as other than Hermopolis, it 
is either as ,the tldivine ~ of the primeval time ll in Memphis, 

here the Eight "open their mouth" and "give birth to the sun 
in the great waters of the beginningll 

, or else simply as, IIHeli
opolis", t"here they "finish their time ll after they have "crea
ted Atum. ,,7 Most often, hO\'1ever, the destination of the Ogdoa. 

is the kll ip1;y;'HmA"~' the IIhill 'lJlhich is in Hermopolis. It 8 The 
hill in Hermopolis always has one particular name, !wRnsrsr or 
iw-nsis!, which deBuck has shown to be specifically Hermopoli
tan in origin and usage. 9 Recognition of ~he _.orig.i~ of the.!!

Fig. J. The Lake of Fire (~-nsrsr)\ , 
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nsrsr is found even in Theban aeHoants of the Ogdoad's crea
tion, which call it the home of the group (~~'§B).lO The!!
nsrsr itself was pictured as lying in the middle of the "Lake 
of Knives" (m!:=nbJwy) in a cosmogonic locale called the "Great 
Park",· as a text from the time of Darius I (521-486 B.C.), 
which addresses the suo, makes clear: IIthy place is on the hilJ 
of Hermopolis since the primeval time; thou didst reach land 
in the Lake of Knives and hast appeared in the Great Park from 
a hidden egg."ll 

The name iw-psEsr is significant in itself; it means 
IIIsle of Flames," and is probably a reference to the "fiery 
outburst" of the sun's first rising,,12 In fact, the rising of 
the sun at the first dawn is almost always conceived as being 
in connection with the primeval hill; the Isle of Flames is 
called IIthat place on l.'1hich he (Re ') \'las born," and an6tli~rn 
~ext associates it with Khopri, the sun at dawn; 

Who is the god who is born today? It is Khopri, who 
came forth from the Isle of Flames.~13) 

The actual creative act of the Ogdoad is closely connected witt 
the concept of the primeval hill, so much so that all of their 
actiY±ties taketpiice on it.14 It is altogether a mythmmggicaJ 
locale, whose prime conceptual function is to give the riSing 
of the sun at the first dawn Elace, and -- specifically in the 
Hermopolitan texts, a feature which gives the creative act of 
the Ogdoad a certain concreteness. We have mentioned the con
nection of the hill with the natural phenomenon of the Inunda
tion,+ and this might lead us to believe that the hill bore 
some physical relation to the earth itself. But the texts are 
explicit on the point that it is not the earth, or a part of 
the earth; it is rather "the hill which came forth from Nun 
before the slry, the earth, or the Netherworld had come into 
being" ,,1·5 The true significance of the primeval hill becomes 
evident when we recall the personifications of the primordial 
£haos discussed in Chapter 2. The riSing of the sun has mean

*See pp. 16-17, above. +p. 30, above .. 
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ing only insofar as it produces actuality from the potentiali
ty of the primeval waters. In provi4ing a focal point in the 
midst of the infinite vastness of the waters the primeval hill 
thus served as an announcement of one aspect of the new actu
~lity and was thus, at least in one conception of Nun, near to 
a conceptual necessity. Moreover, the hill was noted for its 
quality of life-giving power, for Just as the physical earth 
was fertilized every year by the waters of the Inundation, so 
the primeval hill was fertilized by the waters of Nun in the 
beginning~ It is these two qualities -- defined spatiality 
and germinal fertility -- that constitute the Significance of 
the primeval hill in Hermopolitan cosmogony, for the two maJor 
approaches to the Ogdoad's creation are simply elaborations 
and combinations of them. 

B. The Lotus Blossom 
The actual creative act of the Ogdoad, which c~lminates 

in the rising of the sun on the first occaSion, is described 
in almost all of the texts by the words 1E!!1 ~, to "create 
light". If we were to depend on the maJority of the Hermopoli· 
tan texts, we '\'1Ould be forced to terminate our examination at 
this point, with the Ogdoad's cre~tion of light. There are, 
however, a good number of other texts, specifically Hermopoli
tan and otherwise, which.elaborate the Ogdoadl~ creative effort 
in more detail. These texts ekmfumtt two main themes~ accordinE 
to the detail which figures most prominently. Common to both 
themes is an act of creation ascribed to the Ogdoad of Hermo
polis, within the background of the primeval waters, and end
ing in the first appearance of the sun. It is only in their 
description of the apparent means of this creative act that 
the two themes differ. 

The first of these themes is that which involves the fig
ure of the lotus blossom; it is, of course, "first" only in B. 

modern schematization, and this because it is the commoner of 
the two themes and, seemingly, the most developed. To the 
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gyptians themselves both themes held an equal validity and 
importance; only the particular circumstances of the inscrip
tion and the requirements of the text dictated the choice of 
one or the other. While both themes are common to most of the 
gyptian creation accounts, hO\llever, they seem from all indica

tions to have been originally Hermopolitan productions, and 
this is especially true in the case of the lotus blossom. It 
is in the texts of Hermopolitan inspiration that the theme of 
he lotus is most developed, and the texts themselves often 
ear out the association. 16 

The natural origin of the lotus-concept is closely connec
ed with the phenomenon of the Inundation and the first ferti

lized land: tithe lotus, a \-later-lily 'll'lhich took root in the 
ud and whose blossom opened in the morning upon the waters in 

ghich it had been closed during the night, painted a striking 
icture of that \'Thich "laS the first life, asserting itself 
bove the primeval mire fertilized by the waters of Nun"lIl? So 
trong was this image of the lotus as the harbinger of all life 
hat it is often described as the creator himself: "the great 

lotus who was first to cause the earth to be, 'who had existed 
on the past, the only unique one, without peer, who was first 
o cause the earth to be ... " ""Tho created men and gave birth to 
he gods. u 18 The idea \'laS even personified in the god Nefer
urn, the It great lotus blossom \,Ihich appeared from Nun, II 'tITho 
as worshipped as a lotus from the earliest days until the late 

·eriod: the Pyramid Texts address Unis (Dynasty V) as ltNefer
urn, the lotus blossom at the nose of Re'," and the ~ papyrus 
f PJpler (ca. 800 B.C.) calls upon the god: "0 this lotus of 
his form of Nefertum"u 19 

The lotus itself, however, receives little attention or 
etail compared to the sun, its ttproduct tl 

; and this is only to 
e expected, since it is the newly-born sun which is the impor
ant figure. The lotus is only the means whereby the sun is 
nabled, conceptually, to rise from the primeval waters where, 
s creator, it had in fact existed before the creation in an 

http:association.16
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"inert staten: 
Horus: august child who rose from the lotus. This au
gust god came into being in the Great Park and '\IlaS led 
forth from Nun \,lithin the lotus; for his ba "las the 
sky uplifted so that he might shine therein.(20) 

The importance of the lotus lies in the fact that it was the 
birthplace" of the sun in the beginning, and as such it is vene
rated by the Egyptians almost in the same way that the birth
place of Christ is venerated by Christians: 

Behold the lotus which came into being in the begin
ning, the bouquet from which thop hast come forth in 
the form of a child ••• this great lotus which came 
into being in the beginning, in the midst of whose pet
als thou wast put into the world.(2l) 

But it w'as not the lotus, but the sun i tse If, which was the im
portant feature of the creation; even when a text supposedly 
concerns the image of the lotus, as in the IIlotus-offering" 
scenes in the temple at Edfu, the thoughtalmost invariably 
turns immediately to the sun: 

Offering the lotus blossom: Receive this god who is 
dwelling in his lake, who came forth from your body,
(0 Eight), the great lotus which came forth from the 
great lake, who began the light mn the first occasion 
••• It is your son who begets himself as a child, il
lumining the land with his two eyes ••• I bring you
the lotus which came forth from the swamp, the Eye of 
Re ' who is in his swamp, he who makes (in himself)
the sum of the ancestors, the one who created the 
primeval ones and made all that exists in this land 
••• Opening his two eyes, he illumines the Two Lands, 
he separates the night from the day ••• everything has 
birth from him, the child who shines in the lotus and 
whose rays make all beings to live.(22) 

The lotus finds its true value in connection with the rising 
of the sun at th~ first dawn and at every dawn thereafter. 
When the god Nefertum is praised, it is most often as "Nefertun: 
at the nose of Re' every day,1I not as the lotus in itself. 23 

The epithet which pictures Nefertum "at the nose of Re'll 
recalls the very common tomb-scene in which banquet-guests are 
depicted holding a lotus blossom or two to their noses, as if 
to smell the flower. Yet this seems a strange enough custom, 
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since the lotus itself has little fragrance to recommend it. 
It is rather probable that the custom is not an aesthetic but 
a religious one, akin to the other banquet-custom of dragging 
a coffin through the midst of the festivities, and with the 
same end. Just as the scarab-beetle (hprr), through its graph 
ical association with Khopri (!ipri), the rising sun, became a 
symbol of hope in the resurrection after death, so too the 
lotus blossom, through its function as "giver of life" to the 
newly-born sun and the cosmos, recalled the hope of the Egyp
tian for a new dawn of life after the darkness of death. The 
idea is carried through into several inscriptions, as for in
stance in the title of a scene from the temple at Dendera, 
which depicts the offering of a lotus blossom to the sun-god: 

Raising the lotus towards him who shone in the lotus, 
so that his body might find strength in its midst and 
his heart may reJoice in it every day.(24) 
It is significant that, almost \,lithout exception, the 

lotus-texts speak of the sun as a "child ll 
, in the manner we 

noted in the last chapter,* for the image is an indication of 
the concept of "birth" (or "rebirth") and thus of the cosmo
gonic intent of the texts. Above this, the image perhaps de
rives in part also from the fact that it is the Ogdoad who cre
ate the lotus and who are thus its "fathers and mothers"; the 
Theban texts often speak of "the men and the 1'lOmen who created 
light ••• they brought Re' into existence within the lotus" or 
of "the Eight ••• \'1ho fashioned the lotus in "lhich Re' 1.ras 0 ,,25 
Many of the texts state explicitly that the lotus is created 
from the seed of the Ogdoad, thus indicating a connection be
tween the birth of the sun and the essence of the Hermopolitan 
gods. A scene from the temple of Edfu has the king offering a 
lotus blossom to the sun-god~ who is accomp?nied by the Ogdoad; 
it describes the idea plainly: 

Receive the lotus which came into being in the begin
ning, \'lhich dispelled the darkness when no one kne'trl 
it. Ye (Eight) made a seed from your efflux and poured 

*p. 47, above? and fig. 1 (p. 23) 
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this semen upon it, scattering the seminal fluid; 
you put it in Nun, condensed into one form, and 
your heir had his shining birth in the form of a 
child. (26) 

A similar scene from the same temple expresses more concretely 
the idea that the Ib~us der7Yes from the very essence of the 
Ogdoad: 

Offering the lotus blossom: Receive this god who is 
dwelling in his lake, who came forth from your body 
(0 Eight), the great lotus '''hich c'ame forth from the 27 
Great Park, who began the light on the first occasion. 

The same idea is expressed also in the texts which speak of the 
Ogdoad's connection \'lith Amlin. A good example is a section 
contained in the demotic P. Berlin 13603, in ,"lhich the Eight 
are created by Ptal:). (the text is of Hemphite origin) after'he 
has "taken body" in Nun, and are then synthesized into a nblacB 
bull" and a "black co,,,n, \'lhich are themselves actually Amlin 
and Amaunet. The bull, AmUn, in attempting to fertilize the 
CO,"I, 

spilled his semen upon the water, in the Great Park 
of Hermopolis, '111hich brought forth [a lotus blossom]
and a lotus bud [ ••••• ]. This was the lotus blossom 
in the form of a beetle, \'lith a [ram's1 head. It 
took the form of a child whose finger [is in its 28 
mouth and who wears J a crown 'lr'lith a uraeus-serpent. 

The apparently impossible Jumble of syncretistic figures with 
p:-egard to the newly-emerged sun becomes actually simple when 
one realizes that this, as so many other texts, is a perfect 
example of the "piling up of images" noted in the Introduction.; 
The lotus blossom, the source of the sun, is identified with 
the sun under the latter's name of Khopri ("took the form of a 
(1m!:) - beetle" ), and the sun in turn is re lated ,to Amtin (" \'lith 
a ram's head"); the emerging sun can also be seen as a child, 
"whose finger is in its mouth" (a sign of childhood), because 
it is his birth which is important here; the child wears a 

, + 
crown because the sun is a king. The bull and the cow, whose 
seed creates the lotus, are, however, actually the Ogdoad it

*pp~ 9-11, above. +See pp. 433and 47, above. 
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self, so that, in the last analysis, the text ascribes the cre
ation of the l~tus and the sun it carries to the essence of 
the eight gods of Hermopolis. 

We noted at the beginning of this chapter that the prime
val hillock figured in every account of the Ogdoad's creative 
efforts. While this is certain -- the Ogdoad always "reaches 
the Isle of Flamesu before beggmning to create -- it is some
what less evident in the lotus-texts than we might expect from 
our original statement. In fact, there are a number of in
stances in which the lotus blossom seems to arise directly fron 
Nun rather than from the mud of the primeval hill~29 From what 
we have said of the origin of the lotus-concept, the relation 
betll1een the t'lrlO images thus appears to be more a matter of con
ceptual similarity than of actual textual proximity, for reas
ons which are not difficult to discover. Both images exercise 
their prime validity as media for the sun's first rising above 
the waters of chaos, and both contain a life-principle deriving 
from the inertness of the primeval waters. It can have made 
little difference to the Egyptians, in the long run, whether 
the sun '111aS conceived to have risen over the primeval hillock, 
out of the lotus blossom alone, or out of the lotus rooted in 
the primeval hill. The important fact was that the suh had 
risen at all, and that it had done so through a medium ,\,lhich 
was intimately connected with the fertile potentiality of the 
primeval waters. 

c. The Cosmic Egg 
Yet another of the Hermopolitan cosmogonic themes is also 

connected with the fertility of the primeval waters and the 
rising of the sun. This is the theme of the "cosmic egg", and 
it is some'llJhat more immediately related to the concept of pri
meval fertility than is either of the first two themes. The 
title "cosmic egg" is something of a misnomer; it should be 
mentioned first of all that the egg does not correspond to the 
same theme in other an~ient and primitive cosmogonies, by whicb 
the monobloc or the primordial ylem is usually conceptualized 
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(in tlearthlyfl rather than strictly universal terms) .30 The 
role of the latter is played to some extent by Nun in the Egyp
tian accounts; the idea of the egg in Egypt is less widespread, 
less in use, than the generally-accepted Nun, especially for 
a figure that should represent such an important concept. 4 The 
title is, nevertheless, apt to the degree that it emphasizes 
the cosmogonical importance of the egg. 

In itself, the cosmic egg is a much more involved picture 
of the emergence of viable creation from primordial chaos than 
is represented by the theme of the lotus blossom or that of the 
primeval hill. Like the former, with which it is associated 
in some instances, the egg was claimed by many Egyptian cities, 
but especially by Hermopolis, which called itself tlthat place" 
\'lhere tithe half of the egg (shell) is buried .. ,,3 l On the other 
hand, the cosmic egg is not specifically cited in most texts as 
the exclusive creation of the Ogdoad. 32 Most often, it is the 
creator himself who creates the egg, and one text even des 
scribes the Ogdoad as products of the egg, rather than as its 
creators: 

It is said that Pta~ created the egg which came forth 
from Nun ••• he poured out his seed upon the egg, and 
the Eight came into being within it; 

but this is perhaps to be looked upon more as an expression of 
pta~ls fatherhood over the Ogdoad than as an affirmation that 

33the eight gods were indeed produced from the egg. There are 
several instances which assign the creation of the egg to the 
Ogdoad -- as in the Harris Magical Papyrus: IIsemen of the 
Eight" -- but it is more often the case that such a role is ex
pressed of AIDan as creator than of the Ogdoad itself. 34 In . 
pommon with other creators, Amlin sometimes has the epithet nhe 
who made his own egg" -- an obvious reference to Amon-re' as 
path the creator and the sun -- while Thebes, the city of Amun, 
~n a more oblique, paronomastic reference to the god l s ulife
~iving windn calls itself ~w~"ti. m: !!! sw~, "egg which came forth 
~rom the ''lind .. It :;5 

Another source for the ori~in of the egg in the myths is 

http:Ogdoad.32
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the primordial being called the ttGreat Quacker ll This being• 

is pictured as a goose, and a whole complex of myth and inter
pretation is built around it. Most importantly, the !tGreat 
Quackerll figures as the "creatortt of the egg; in one text, the 
egg itself recognizes the origin: til am the egg that was in 
the belly of the Great Quacker. ,.3'6 In the conceptual order, 
however, it is certain that, as far as the speculative origins 
of the egg myth are concerned, the "Great Quacker tl is a cievel
opment ~' posterior~ to the egg rather than vice versa. It is 
an obvious attempt to explain the origin of the egg from the 
creator in a manner which can be readily grasped by the mind 
and trans'lated into literary images. 37 

The maJority of the texts which contain references to the 
cosmic egg are more simply content to state that it arose from 
Nun or from the primeval hillock, without mention of its caus
ality; in fact, the commonest qualification of the image is as 
lithe egg which came forth from Nun,!t and an !tisle of the Egglt 
is in evidenoe.;'.in some of the late texts. 38 

Whatever its origin, however, the egg functions in the 
Hermopolitan texts in the same manner as the lotus: as the 
It source" of the sun, the medium through 't'lhich the sun rises in 
to the cosmos at the first dawn. An ostrakon in the 0airo mu
seum praises the sun-god with the ltlords: "Thou has gone up on 
high, (coming forth) from the secret egg, as the child of the 
ight," while another text describes the source of the sun's 

rising as' tlfrom the secret seed which the egg surrounded. 11 39 
Amon-re' appears at the first dawn !tin the Great Park, from a 

idden egg,1I and the sun in the Book of the Dead relates: tlI 
40shone in the egg 't'1hich is in the secret land. u In the daily 

repetition of the events of the first creation, the sun is; 
still associated with the egg: "0, He \,/ho is in his egg, who 
shines in his sun-dmsk, '''ho arises in his horizon. tl4~ 

The egg is also similar to the lotus in that it is seen as 
the product of the creator's semen. To the quotation on the' 
previous page may be added a passage from the Harris Magical 
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Papyrus, in which the deceased, identifying himself with the 
sun-god, addresses the egg: 

Egg of the waters, efflux of the earth, semen of the 
Eight; great in heaven and great in the Nethert'lorld, 
"iiithin the nest lhn the Lake of Knives. I have come 
forth with thee from the water, I have come forth 
with thee from thy nest. (42) 

The passage is important because it unites the image of the 
egg ''lith the primeval 'll'laters ("egg of the waters ll 

) and "lith 
the hill (flefflux of the earth"), as 't'lell as ii'lith the sun and 
the Ogdoad. An Edfu text unites the egg ",ith the lotus in spe
cific terms: "When the secret egg \'las created, they (the Two 
Ladies) opened its interior within the lotus and Re' was be
tween the T'i.'10 Ladies as a child."43 

The egg is thus another expression 0f the concepts ex
pressed in the figure of the lotus blossom, and its relati0n tc 
the lotus is the same as that of the lotus to the primeval 
hill: as far as the rising of the sun is concerned, it does 
not matter whether the sun is conceived to rise from the egg 
alone, or from the egg \,lithin the lotus, or from the egg withir 
the lotus upon the primeval hill, etc. But ",hereas the l0tus 
is a symbol of new birth and resurrection, the egg is a more 
graphic symbol of the connection between seed and birth, and 
its appearance in the Hermopolitan texts is nothing more than 
an elaboration of that idea. In some instances, the egg is 
even a concretization of the IIseed" of the creator, in partic
ular when the word used for ttseed" is ~ rather than ~ 
(which is more properly "sementf ).44 

In the last analysis, therefore, the images employed in 
the Hermopolitan creation accounts fulfill a two-fold function: 
they are both devices by tllJ'hich the rising of the sun above the 
primeval waters can be understood and conceptual media uniting 
the idea of the first dawn \,li th the potential "inertness" of 
the primeval waters. We saw in Chapter 2 that Nun, the prime
val waters, can be viewed in two different ways, according to 
the account of creation in question, and, further, that these 
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two views were not ! ~~iori attributes of the waters but ! 
E.QE!~~x:iori corollaries to the accounts in 'lIlhieh the primeval 
waters figured (and they figured in every creation account in 
Egyptian literature).* Now if the sun is to rise above the 
primeval waters, whether in the lotus or in the egg or over th 
primeval hillock or any combination of the three, it is a con
ceptual necessity that the waters themselves be conceived in a 
two-dimensional manner. This fact does not abrogate the func
tions of the members of the Ogdoad, especially not that of ~u~ 
and ~au~et, who may still personify Nun's infinitude of ex
panse; it is merely that the infinitude is qualified (at least 
subconsciously) as "infinite but surfaced. u45 It seems certain 
that in these images, together and separately, we are faced 
ith a speculative conceit, a device by which the emergence of 
he sun, the source of heat and light, from the darkness and 

"confusionll of the primeval waters into its O\,ln realm, the cre 
ated cosmos, could be put into words, let alone conceptualized 
in th0ught. 

~10re than thiS, the images of the lotus, the egg, and the 
rimeval hill serve to relate the emergence of the sun to the 

qualities of the primeval waters \'lhich gave that emergence sig
ificance. The fact that the sun's rising involved a negation 
f the qualities of the primeval waters, personified in the Og
oad, was recognized by all Egyptian literature; the Pyramid 
ens recount how the creator-sun "quelled the chaos which was 

. n Hermopolis" (Pyr. 229), an action ",hich developed in later 
imes to a full-fledged battle between sun and the elements of 
haos. 46 It is this dynamic tension between the potentiality 
f the primeval waters on the one hand and the actuality of the 
reated cosmos on the other, that gives rise to the Ogdoad's 
ssociation with the images discussed in this chapter; it is 
he qualities personified by the members of the group that ac
ount for the "fertility" of the lotus, the egg, and the prime

"i *See pp. 29-30, above. 
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val hill, a fertility which is thus, on the deepest level, 
much less physical than metaphysical. 



C~ER FIVE 

SU~~y OF PART I: 
BEING AND NOTHINGNESS 

B.Y this point in our examination, the philosophical char
acter of·the Hermopolitan system should be evident. Certainly 
there is no explanation for the origin of gods like Nun (ltpo_ 
tentialityll), IJul,l (t'infinityn), Kuk (tlabsolute darkness"), Niu 
("negationn ), and Tenemu ("obscurity") other than pure philo
sophical speculation. In the foregoing chapters we have neeesM 

sarily concentrated our attention on an elucidation of these 
personalities in action, and the process has required us to 
overlook the philosophical promise of the personalities them
selves. This summary, therefore, will involve not merely a re
capitulation of our discoveries but also a more strictly philo
spphical look into the characters of the Hermopolitan gods. 

It '\rlas mentioned above,* in passing, that the Egyptians, 
according to the expressions that have come down to liS, vie'Vled 
the whole of the universe as a combination of being and not~ 
b~ing, or existence and nothingness (hence the title of this 
chapter, purloined from Bartre): the knot"1n 't·/orld -- sun, sky, 
earth, water, horizon, etc* -- were the totality of e±±stence; 
whatever could not be inscribed in this roll of tangibles was 
non-existence, or Nun. Nun is an extremely difficult concept 
to describe in modern terms; in fact, it is almost the perfect 
example of the gap that exists between the primitive and the 
"modernlt mind (by 't'lhich is meant the vlestern/Hellenic traditio! 
of mutually exclusive thought-processes as opposed to the syn
cretistic tradition elaborated in the Introduction). There is, 
first of all, no doubt whatsoever that the character of that 
\-Ihicn is outside existence was viet'/ed as t.,ater, a true analogue 
of the natural element which exists in the \\Torld. Hence, ~le 

would be tempted to conclude, non-existence was material, and 

*p.. 29 
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lthis is a contradiction in terms. For the Egyptians this was 

not a valid conclusion; to understand ""Thy it was not requires 
a patient and honest intellectual effort on our part. 

There is something more involved here than Just the recog
nition -- first mentioned in the Introduction -- that the an
cient Egyptians had difficulty conceptualizing the intangible; 
modern man has the same trouble, but solves it through an ex
tensive connotative vocabulary. What exactly, then, did the 
Egyptian mean by Nun, in terms of non-existence? He certainly 
did not mean by non-existence (and remember that this is a ~
~~ term, not expressly but rather inherently connected with 
Nun) the rather sophisticated philosophical concept of Western 
thought: the absenoe or negation of all existence ("non esse") 
this much is evident from his very ooncretization and ~alifi
oation of Nun. Nonetheless, there was obviously a difference 
which existed in the Egyptian's mind -- and hence in his re
ality -- bet\,leen the "esse ll of the world and the "esse ll of Nun: 
both spheres had existence but, being mutually exclusive, what 
could be predicated of the one could not be said of the other. 
This is actually closer to the concept of Nun than the simple 
term II non-existence" • Nun is \'Jhatever is outside that area of 
activity whose upper and lower limits are, respectively, the 
sky and the earth; he has a different kind of existence than 
does the \'1orld, but Just irlhat the nature of that nother exis
tence" is cannot be expressed, since all that is kno't'ln and 
knowable is ciroumscribed by the tangible. In short, we can 
say that Nun is not-being only when we understand being to be 
the whole of the phenomenal world; in this case Nun, who is 
outside being, can be called non-being because h:£sb~xistence 
is not that of the world's. 

It is clear from the texts that Nun, despite the separate 
character of his existence, is oonnected with and related to 
the real world, as is evinced by the fact that the world it
self, first of all, and then the waters of the world have come 
and do come from the primeval waters. What is important about 
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Nun, therefore, is not that he exists in some way to define 
the universe of being -- as "whatever-is-not-Nun," the corres
pondence being reciprocal -- but that he is connected in some 
way with the essence of the real world: the correspondence 
between Nun and the world of being is an essential and not 
merely a tangential one. This idea is of prime importance in 
understanding the Rermopolitan system. 

We have been consistently referring to Nun in this first 
part as the primeval \-laters, in compliance 1Jlith the usual ex
planation given the name. The explanation is not an arbitrary 
one, since the true significance of Nun is in the context of 
cre,ation, even though his function continues in the daily repe 
tition of the events of that first dawn. Without resorting to 
a repetition of the arguments of Chapter 2, we can say further 
that in the creation cycle Nun is potentiality: Nun "the 
Elder,JI the primeval waters proper, is potentiality'because he 
is that which is potential, \'Jhile Nun II of the OgdoadU (nni) is 
potentiality because he is that which the primeval,waters are, 
namely, potential. The distinction is a narrow one, as the 
Egyptians themselves realized, but the thought itself is clear 
enough. Nun is potentiality because he is life-tm-come. Here 
again we are usmng modern terminology to designate Egyptian 
concepts, and we must be aware of the qualifications which spe 
cif~ our usages. Nun is not the Scholastic potentiality, 
prime matter awaiting impetus and information to be put into 
act, but he is potentiality because, as the primeval waters, 
he is that which the world is to come to be; as Jequier put it, 
lIit is a case of a primordial mass, inert but susceptible of 
giving birth to the "lhole of the 'world." 2 ' 

Here we are sounding a note already touched upon in the 
preceding chapters, and 'which is the keynote of the whole Herm 
opolitan system:, contrast. The primeval '\'laters exercise thei 
potentiality in contrast to the actuality which is the created 
universe; moreover, the realization of this ~~ d'etre, whe 
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applied to the other pairs of the Ogdoad, provides us with the 
same outlook which informed the thoughts of the first Hermo
politan speculators. 

Modern research has accepted the deities of the Ogdoad as 
concretizations of certain qualities of the primordial chaos; 
R.T. Rundle Clark, for instance, says that lIat Hermopolis ••• 
there was a doctrine that the idea of the abyss could best be 
conveyed by saying what it was not, by enumerating a list of 
negative characteristics.,,3 But in this acceptance, one fun
damental question has been overlookdd. If the Ogdoad enumer
ates the negative qualities of the void, why does it concen
trate its full at~antmQn on the four -- potentiality, infinity, 
darkness, and obscurity or "confusion"? We cannot, of course, 
say why the Hermopolitans listed Qnl~ these four, or why they 
did not list more, but working within the construct they have 
provided us we ~ see why they listed the ones they did: 
contrast. 

We have seen that the existence of Nun was an existence 
different from that of the created universe. Now that we have 
noted further that this existence was specified by the one idea 
of contrast, we are equipped to. understand the full signifi
cance of each of the members of the Ogdoad. Nun is potentiali
ty in contrast to the actuality of the world. In the same way, 
~~ is infinity because the world is comfortably finite, its 
sphere being determined by the visible bounds of earth and sky 
(bottom and top). Kuk is darkness because the \"orld is given 
light and life in the presence of the sun, and the fourth pair 
represents Ilobscurity" or "negation" because the elements of 
the world are clear and tangible. 

The relation between the t,\'10 spheres and their tI existen
ces lt is not as completely defined as it may appear from Just 
~he last paragraph, but it is important to recognize that the 
~elations expressed there are the key to an understanding of 
the manner in which the two spheres of existence essentially 
correspond. To put the actual relationship into words is, as 
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we might expect, rather difficult. We have on the one hand a 
world of actuality, limited and finite, and on the other a 
sphere which, while it amso has existence and being, has them 
in a manner totally opposite that of the created universe. 
The being of the phenomenal world is tangible and thus under
standable; that of Nun is infinite, intangible, and hence in
comprehensible. Nonetheless, the two are in a real and reali
zable correspondence, since the sphere of Nun has given Dise 
to the sphere of reality. The relationship between the two is 
centered in the gods of the Ogdoad, and is perhaps best ex
pressed by ~quier's rather brilliant characterization of the 
group as the lIsource initiale de toute poSSibilite.n4 

There is, as we noted in Chapter 2,* a striking similari
ty to the Biblical description of chaos in the personification 
of the Ogdoad, even though the correspondence is not exact. 
But despite the differences bet't'leen the two accounts, the fact 
stands out that both employed an ethos which is much more co
herent than it is dissimilar. \llilson concluded that Itprimeval 
man everywhere would try to conceive of a formlessness before 
form \'18S made r1 and that "this formlessness might have much the 
same terms anywhere," but the fact that the same sort of tra
dition occurs in the same context in two cultures separated by 
time and distance (albeit with a common base) mast lead us to 
the conclusion that the tradition itself was fundamentally 
philosophical (thus appealing to the understanding of all m·futfrB 

rather than primarily mythological, centered in the culture 
and tradition of one civilization and understandable only in 
that context. "Here, surely," says Frankfort, nis speculative 
thought in mythological guise. n5 

As fundamentally philosophical as the Ogdoad is, the 
proper toJorth of its members, as 'lIle have noted many times ,lies 
in their active role in the birth of the sun, whether on the 
IIfirst occasionll or day by day (as the wr-dit'i). Even the ima

6~~_2!_~~~!E_2E~ation accounts are l simply devices to aid in th 
*Chap. 2 n. ;8 

http:poSSibilite.n4
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conceptualization of the sun's r~s~ng from the inaccessibility 
of the primeval \'laters. After all, if the limited and lighted 
actuality of the created cosmos is to come into being ~oj'ithin 
the unlimited and unlighted, there must be something to deter
mine the bounds of the congruity; whether this "boundary" is 
conceived as·the limits of the physical universe or as an area 
determined by the extent and influence of the primeval hillock 
is dependent only upon the pertinent conception of the prime
val waters themselves. If we must use modern terms (and we 
must), the Hermopolitan system revealed, in the persons of the 
Ogdoad, the qualities of the primordial chaos i'lhich, through 
the causality inherent in the contrasts they embody, brought 
about the event in which the potentiality of the pre-creation 
chaos "las translated into act, the act in and through which 
the creation began. 

The wording of the last sentence is deliberate. The Herm
opolitan system is an explanation of how the creation ~egan. 
The process by t'lhich the creation unfolded itself, the end it 
reached, and the;ymeans by which it reached them, 1l1ere not the 
immediate concern of Hermopolis: it was the property of the 
Heliopolitan system to explain. How the philosophers of Heli
opolis envisioned and related the processes of the creation 
are the subJect of Part II. 
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